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Application to both simple binary and complex multicomponent glass systems are
illustrated.

The corrosion behavior of stoichiometric Li2O2SiO2 (33L) glass and glass-
ceramics in acidic, neutral and basic solutions has been studied using infrared
reflection spectroscopy, scanning electron microscopy and solution analyses.
Glass-ceramics containing a volume fraction of crystallization ranging from0-90%
were investigated. Selective Li+ leaching and glass network dissolution are major
mechanisms of corrosion in 33L glass and glass-ceramics. In addition, attack of
the glass at the glass crystal phase boundary contributes significantly tosurface
deterioration of the glass ceramics. The relative importance of network dissolu-
tion, a Li+ leaching and phase boundary attack is dependent on the extent of
crystallization and solution pH.

In the corrosion study of a non-stoichiometric system, a Li2O-A1203-CaO-SiO2
glass was heat treated to provide various stages of crystallization. The glassy
phase was much richer in alkaline and alkaline earth species than the crystalline
phase. The corrosion behavior of the resulting glass-ceramics were studied using
infrared reflection spectroscopy (IRRS), scanning electron microscopy, and solu-
tion analyses. The mechanisms controlling corrosion vary depending on the degree
of crystallization (Vv). The higher Vv glass-ceramics exhibited poorer resistance
to aqueous attack than did the low Vv glass-ceramics even though the crystalline
phase itself was more durable.

Migration of sodium in thin films of soda-silica glass deposited on a stain-

less steel substrate has been studied. The amounts of charge trapping and local
heating were a strong function of beam parameters for thin films. The rearrange-
ment of sodium due to charge trapping was calculated and compared to experimenta
data. The calculated and experimental data agree well and indicate that fields cf
105 V/cm exist during analysis. The depth distribution of sodium indicates that
either electrons or ion bombardment can cause sodium migration during analysis.
The cross-section for electron induced desorption was measured to be 3 x 10-20 c'7
for sodium in this glass, thus it is only important at very high current densitied

It is proposed that progress in improving the properties of technical ceramics
will require improved understanding of ceramic processing, especially the sur-
faces, interfaces and agglomeration of powders, and the interaction of surfaces
with the environment. New surface analysis instruments such as infrared reflec-
tion spectroscopy (IRRS) and Auger electron spectroscopy are used to describe
surface compositional changes of SiC, Si3N4, and A120 3. Preferred crystallo- 4
graphic pathways of surface attack are observed for both SiC and Si3N4 single and
polycrystalline samples. Formation of an oxynitride surface phase on Si3N4
powders significantly alters the surface charge distribution and decrease the L
isoelectric point of the powders. Variations in processing of dense Al203 result
in a deep surface layer of preferred orientation detection by RKS methods.
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

Significant progress has been made towards developing characteriza-

[tion techniques for the evaluation of the environmental sensitivity of
glass, glass-ceramics, Si, Si3N4, and SiC. This report is a compilation

of five papers that have been submitted for publication based primarily on our

second and third year efforts. A brief review of each of these papers is

, presented in the following paragraphs. A summary of results achieved

Iduring the three-year period is included in Section VII of this report.
Solution analyses and weight losses traditionally have been used

Sfor studying glass corrosion. These techniques provide very little if

any information concerning the nature of the reaction layer remaining on

Ithe glass surface after corrosion. Several analytical surface techniques

are now being applied routinely to the characterization of glass and

glass surfaces. A clearer understanding of corrosion mechanisms and

kinetics emerges when a combination of surface and solution analyses is

employed. This first paper provides a review of glass corrosion mechanisms

and kinetics, analytical techniques used for measuring glass corrosion and

testing methods. Application to both simple binary and complex multi-

component glass systems is illustrated.

j The corrosion behavior of stoichiometric Li20.2SiO2 (33L) glass and

glass-ceramics in acidic, neutral and basic solutions has been studied

1 using infrared reflection spectroscopy, scanning electron microscopy and

.|1
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solution analyses. Glass-ceramics containing a volume fraction of

crystallization ranging from 0-90% were investigated. The composition

of the glassy phase is the same as the crystalline phase. Selective

Li+ leaching from the glassy phase and glass network dissolution are

the major mechanisms of corrosion in 33L glass and glass-ceramics. In

addition, phase boundary attack contributes significantly to surface

deterioration of the glass-ceramics. The relative importance of network

dissolution, Li+ leaching and phase boundary attack is dependent on both

the extent of crystallization and solution pH. In general, the materials

containing high volume fractions of crystals (90%) corroded via a network

dissolution mechanism in all media, materials containing no crystals (0%)

corroded by ion exchange in low pH media and network dissolution in high

pH media and materials containing 20-60% crystals corroded both

mechanisms in all media.

The procedure of ceraming to produce a glass-ceramic usually improves

the mechanical strength of the final product, but its effects on chemical

durability are not always predictable. For instance, when a non-

stoichiometric glass is crystallized the composition of the glass may be

significantly different from the crystalline phase producing a different

major mode of corrosion than observed for stoichiometric materials.

In the present investigation, a Li2O-A1203-CaO-SiO 2 glass was heat-

treated to provide various stages of crystallization. The glassy phase

was much richer in alkaline and alkaline earth species than the crystal-

line phase. The corrosion behavior of the resulting glass-ceramics were

studied using infrared reflection spectroscopy (IRRS), scanning electron
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microscopy (SEM), and solution analyses. The mechanisms controlling

the extent of corrosion vary depending on the degree of crystallization

(V ). The higher V glass-ceramics exhibited poorer resistance to aqueous

3 attack than did the low V v glass-ceramics, even though the crystalline

phase itself was more durable.

I Migration of sodium in thin films of soda-silica glass deposited on

a stainless steel substrate has been studied. The amounts of charge

trapping and local heating were a strong function of beam parameters for

t thin films. For example, the time required for the sodium Auger signal

to decay to 50% of its initial value increased as the beam energy was

increased or as the current density was decreased. The rearrangement of

sodium due to charge trapping was calculated and compared to experimental

data. The calculated and experimental data agree well and indicate that fields

of ^l0 V/cm exist during analysis. The depth distribution of sodium

indicates that either electrons or ion bombardment can cause sodiumII migration during analysis. The cross-section for electron induced

desorption was measured to be 3 x 10-20 cm2 for sodium in this glass,

therefore it is only important at very high current densities.

It is proposed that progess in improving the properties of technical

I ceramics will require improved understanding of ceramic processing,

especially the surfaces, interfaces and agglomeration of powders, and

the interaction of surfaces with the environment. New surface analysis

g instruments such as infrared reflection spectroscopy (IRRS) and Auger

electron spectroscopy are used to describe surface compositional changes

5 of Sic, Si3N4, and A1203* Preferred crystallographic pathways of surface

!
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attack are observed for both SiC and Si3N4 single and polycrystalline

samples. Formation of an oxynitride surface phase on Si3N4 powders

significantly alters the surface charge distribution and decreases

the isoelectric point of the powders. Variations in processing of

dense Al 203 result in a deep surface layer of preferred orientation

which can be detected non-destructively with RRS methods.

I
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Introduction

The phenomenon of glass corrosion has been studied for well over fifty

years and has resulted in the publication of several hundred articles,

numerous reviews,1-9 at least one book,1 0 and two extensive bibliographies.1 1 '1 2

Deriving broad generalizations from the literature concerning glass corrosion

is often difficult due to the lack of uniformity in testing procedures as

well as the failure of many investigators to recognize the importance of

critical corrosion parameters. It is now well known that in addition to con-

trolling the temperature and duration of exposure, parameters such as glass

surface area-to-solution volume ratio SA/V,13 powders versus bulk specimens,
14 15

surface roughness, solution chemistry, and type of test (i.e., static
10

versus dynamic), are important in the characterization of glass corrosion.

Until recently, the conventional techniques for evaluation glass

durability were 1) titration, in which the volume of acid required to

neutralize the corrosion solution was measured, and 2) change in specimen

weight, in which the mass of glass dissolved during corrosion was determined.

Poorly characterized glass powders often were used to accelerate the rate of

corrosion and produce a measurable change in solution chemistry or weight

loss within a reasonable exposure time. Neither titration nor weight loss

shed much light on the corrosion mechanisms, the species being leached from

the glass, or the nature of the leached layer remaining on the glass surface.

Furthermore, these methods of analyses were particularly ineffective for

monitoring corrosion of durable glasses in which only small changes in solu-

tion chemistry and weight control occurred.

Glass and glass-ceramics are assuming increasing importance in high

technology industries including the medical,
16 dental, 17 chemical,18
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communications, aerospace, and nuclear 19 fields. Since many of the properties

of glass are determined by their surfaces, it is essential that we learn how

to predict the surface chemistry of these materials in order to optimize their

performance.

The deficiencies in most of the early studies were due to the lack of

adequate methods for monitoring quantitatively the reactions that occurred

on the glass surfaces as a result of corrosion. In the last 10-15 years,

instrumental techniques have become available for characterizing both glass sur-

faces and the solutions in which the glass have been immersed.1 0 '2 0 In addition

to the concentrations of species in solution, the concentration of species at

the glass surface and at various depths within the surface can be measured,

providing a basis for establishing a mass balance between the glass and solution

after corrosion. When a combination of several techniques is used, a more

complete understanding of the glass corrosion processes can be achieved.

In the present study we illustrate the use of five techniques (infrared

reflection spectroscopy (IRRS), electron microprobe analysis (EMP), Auger

electron microscopy coupled with Ar ion milling (AES-IM), scanning electron

microscopy with energy dispersive x-ray analysis (SEM-EDXA) and solution

analyses), for glass surface and corrosion solution characterization.

Corrosion Testing Methods

As shown in Fig. 1, numerous tests have been devised for the purpose of

evaluating glass corrosion. Most of these test methods are designed

primarily for convenient analysis of the corrosion solution although two of

the tests (Fig. Id and f) provide for both corrosion solution and specimen

analyses.

L
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Fig. 1. Tests f or measuring glass corrosion.
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In the AST 21 bulk glass corrosion test (Fig. la) the container is

filled to 90% overflow capacity with demineralized water or standardized

H2SO4 and placed in an autoclave at 121C for 1 h. The SA/V may vary
-2

depending on the size of the container but is generally %12 cm . The same

21exposure temperature and time are used for the ASTM 1 powder corrosion test

(Fig. ib). Ten grams of glass powder are placed in 11,30 ml of demineralized

water contained in a glass (previously leached) flask and the entire assembly

is placed in the autoclave. Although great care is exercised in preparation

of the glass powders, a constant SA/V is difficult to maintain due to decreases

in the glass particle diameter with exposure time. The results of both ASTM

tests are reported in volume of acid consumed in the test or required to

neutralize the corrosion solution.

Two tests have been developed to measure the leach rate of nuclear waste

glass materials. In the IAEA 22 method (Fig. 1c), the waste glass is cast

into a container of inert material such as stainless steel. The container

with solidified glass is placed into a bath of demineralized water maintained

at 250 ± 50C. Only the upper surface of the glass is exposed to the solution
-l

producing an effective SA/V - 0.1 cm . The other glass surfaces are isolated

23from the solution as illustrated in Fig. ic. The ISO test requires that a

representative sample of glass, either cast or core drilled from actual waste

solidification products, be suspended into a specified quantity of solution

providing an SA/V = 0.1 cm-  (Fig. ld). All surfaces of the specimen should

be mechanically or fire polished and the exposure temperature is maintained at

23*C. In both the IAEA and ISO tests the corrosion solutions are drawn off

at specified intervals and analyzed for y, a and 8 activity, from which leach

rates may be calculated. The glass samples are placed into fresh solutions
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after each exposure interval. If simulated waste glasses are used, the

solutions may be analyzed using standard solution techniques. The data are

often expressed in units of g/cm -d for each specie of interest (i.e., grams

of Cs per square centimeter of exposed glass per day of exposure). These

units are satisfactory for expressing the rate of leaching if congruent

dissolution is the dominant mechanisms of corrosion. However, if ion exchange

which is root time dependent, is rate controlling, gm/cm -d can be misleading

because of the magnitude of this expression will depend on the time interval

used for its evaluation.

The Soxhlet technique (Fig. le) features a constant flow of refluxed

water at approximately 100C over a block or powdered glass specimen. The

SA/V is difficult to define in this test because the specimen is not always

immersed in the same solution. The solution surrounding the specimen is

constantly siphoned off (into the large flask)so that products of corrosion

remain in contact with the glass for short periods of time. Solution is

drawn from the flask at various intervals and analyzed using standard tech-

niques. Corrosion is measured by determining the weight loss of the glass

or by el~mental analysis of the solution. A problem with this method is

that portions of the apparatus are constructed of glass, the leaching

properties of which may influence the chemistry of the corrosion

solution.

A corrosion test with which we have a great deal of experience in this

laboratory is shown in Fig. lf. The cavity in the center of a Teflon cube

is filled with solution (U ml) and a flat glass specimen (1.5 x 1.5 x 0.5 cm)

-I
is mounted to provide a SA/V - 0.77 cm Prior to assembly, the glass

specimen is polished to a 600 grit surface finish using SiC paper. The
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corrosion cell-glass assembly is placed into a constant temperature bath or

autoclave for various times and temperatures. After exposure the corroded glass

surfaces are analyzed by IRRS and the solutions are analyzed using an atomic

absorption spectrophotometer (AA) and a pH meter. Selected glass specimens

are evaluated further with SEM-EDXA, AES-IM and the EMP.

Mechanisms and Kinetics of GZass Corrosion

Glasses corrode via ion exchange or network dissolution, or a combination

of both mechanisms, and the reactions may be written as follows where the

subscripts (g) and (soln) refer to the glass and solution phases, respectively:

+ - ion

SiONa(g) + H2 0 - SiOH(g) + Na+ + OH exchange (1)

0 0 0 OH
I I I I network

[-O-Si-O-Si-OH] + 40H [-O-Si-OH] + [OH-Si-OH] dissolution (2)

I I II
O 0 (g) 0 (g) OH (soln)

Schmidt 24 and Sanders et al.2 5 present a solution parameter based on the

ratio of concentration of species in solution to the ratio of concentration of

the same species in the glass. This solution parameter, a, may be expressed

by

C . Y (Soln) X (Glass) (3)
X (Soln) Y (Glass)

where for a binary glass: X - moles of alkali oxide

Y - moles of SiO 2

The dominant mechanism of corrosion often can be determined from the value

of a obtained at the time that the experiment was concluded. When a - 1, the

ratio of SiO alkali oxide in solution is the same as in the glass, and the

2

~tA
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glass ;.s dissolving by network dissolution (equation (2)). As O L 0, the

primary mechanism of corrosion is occurring via the ion exchange reaction

shown in equation (1). The ion exchange mechanism results in the development

of a hydrated SiO 2-rich film on the glass surface.

There is usually an interval of time when both mechanisms are operative,

resulting in the development and dissolution sequence of the film as shown in

Fig. 2. Consider an alkali binary silicate glass corroded using the test

shown in Fig. If. Initially, the solution pH of the air-saturated demineralized

water is %5.5. In the early stages of corrosion, ion exchange occurs between

the alkali ions from the glass and the H+ (or H30
+) from solution, leading to

an increase in solution OH concentration as shown in equation (1), and

therefore an increase in pH. A SiO2-rich film develops during this period and

its thickness increases with time (Fig. 2b). When the solution pH reaches

%9, the rate of attack by OH on the glass network increases significantly as

26,27illustrated by equation (2). The SiO 2 -rich film continues to grow until

Vthe rate of network attack is equal to the rate of ion exchange indicated

by the maximum (point (c) in Fig. 2). In an unreplenished solution with a

large SA/V, the pH will rapidly rise above 9 and the film may be completely

dissolved (point d). The solution parameter, a, in equation (3) will equal 1

at point d and will remain at this value until complete dissolution of the

glass occurs. We have observed total dissolution of a 33 mol % Na20 - 67 mol

% SiO 2 (33N) glass exposed to a static solution. Obviously the film that

forms on 33N glass is not protective. Some glasses containing CaO and Al 203

can form protective or stabilized SiO 2-rich films that are fairly resistant

to both ion exchange and network dissolution. For these glasses, the time

required to reach point c in Fig. 2 may be many centuries, and point d may never

be attained.
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j

EXPOSURE TIME

I SULK
| o) Si GLASS

ORIGINAL SURFACE
BULK 

TP

(b) SOLN GLASS (X-•O
SELECTIVE LEACHING

LEACHED LAYER

BULK TYPE 4

C.) SOLN! GLASS O<OC _ I

SELECTIVE LEACHING

NETWORK DISSOLUTION

BULK TYPE S(d) SOLN GAS(]

NETWORK DISSOLUTION

DEPTH

Fig. 2. Schematic of corrosion film development and destruction

on a binary alkali-silicate glass.
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The equation governing the rate of release of various species into

28
the corrosion solution is given by Das and Douglas as:

1/2
Q - at + bt (4)

where Q - quantity of alkali extracted in time, t.

t - exposure time

a, b - reaction rate constants for the ion exchange and network

dissolution reactions, respectively, and are temperature

dependent.

In the time regime where a, as defined by equation (3), is near zero,

equation (4) may be reduced to:

Q - at1 /2  (5)

and when a - i, equation (4) may be written as

Q - bt (6)

Boksay et al. 29 considered the ion exchange process with respect to a moving

boundary caused by network dissolution. The rate equation based on a

moving boundary is more complex than equation (3). However, when network

dissolution is negligible, their equation reduces to the familiar form shown

in equation (5). Doremus30 extended the theory of Boksay et al. to include

a concentration-dependent interdiffusion coefficient between H+ (or H30+) and

alkali ions.

Reactions not defined by equations (1) and (2), such as precipitation,

hydration,and complex surface film formation, may also occur during corrosion.

Surface analyses of these glasses involving these reactions are usually more

difficult to understand than those involving only ion exchange and network
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dissolution, and the corrosion rates for the former do not always obey

I equations (4)-(6).

Corrosion Characterization Techniaues

A. Infrared Reflection Spectroscopy - Sequential Polishing

Infrared reflection spectroscopy has been used by numerous investi-

31-33gators for characterizing glass surfaces. Recently the technique has
34-36

been applied to the study of glass corrosion. Some advantages of IRRS

are that it is inexpensive, nondestructive, rapid, and provides structural

information on the glass surface.

Figure 3a shows the infrared reflection spectra of a 33 mol % Na20 -

67 mol % SiO 2 (33N) both before and after corrosion. Prior to corrosion
-i

there are two major peaks in the spectral region between 1400 cm and 600
-1i-

cm . The peak at 1050 cm-1 is due to the silicon-bridging oxygen stretching

vibrations in an alkali environment, 34 and the peak at 950 cm-  is produced

from silicon-nonbridging oxygen vibrations. After corrosion, the 1050 cm
1

peak has increased in intensity (%R) and its maximum has shifted to a higher
-i

wavenumber (i.e., higher frequency) while the 950 cm peak has decreased in

intensity and wavenumber (i.e., frequency). The spectrum for the corroded

glass approaches the spectrum for vitreous silica, indicating that the surface

of this specimen is Si02-rich (i.e., has a higher concentration of Si-bridging

oxygens than the bulk glass).

The infrared reflection spectra for a PNL* soda-borosilicate simulated

simulated nuclear waste glass (76-68) is shown in Fig. 3b. The spectrum of

the uncorroded glass is typical for a variety of multicomponent glasses.

Reflection bands occur at approximately the same positions in the spectrum

*PNL-Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories



16 33Mai % Na2 O-67Mo1%S10 216 corroded In desionized i4ZO
250C -0.5h, SA/V-acm'l

-Vitreous S10 2

Corroded
--. __..unlcorraded

-~ .a.+-Corroded -Polished

1200 1000 S00 600

PNL 76-68
CORRODED IN DEION IZED
WATER.
90 C, SA/Vu 0.1 cmn-

.b-Vtreous S10 2
(b)

a1  Uncorroded

1200 1000 800 60
WAVENUMIER (CM-1)

Remove corroded layer
Corrode by polishing

Bulk Bulk NIaBulk
GlassGls NGasIRRS Glas _IRRS Glass

S10 2 -rich layer

Fig. 3. Infrared reflection spectra of a) 33N glass before corrosion, after
corrosion, and after removing the corrosion film by polishing, b)
PNL 76-68 simulated nuclear waste glass before and after corrosion,
and c) schematic of sequential polishing-IRRS technique.
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as for the binary glasses. However, the saddle region at 1000 cm-1 in the

spectrum of the binary glass is not observed in the uncorroded waste glass

spectrum. During corrosion, the reflected intensity of the waste glass

decreases markedly suggesting either severe surface roughening due to network

dissolution, or the formation of a surface film not specified by equations

(1) and (2).

The thickness of the surface films can be measured using the procedure

shown in Fig. 3c. The corroded specimen is weighed, polished with 600 grit

SiC, and the corroded surface is checked at subsequent stages with the IRRS.

The weight of material removed can be converted to thickness and when the

spectrum of the polished specimen is the same as the spectrum of the uncorroded

specimen (Fig. 3a), the film thickness may be calculated from:

t (A) (Pm) (7)

where wt - total weight removed during polishing

p - density of the glass

SA - surface area of glass that is removed during polishing.

The thickness of the SiO2 -rich film on 33N glass after 0.5 h at 25*C

-
I

and SA/V - 0.1 cm was 3.6 in. This procedure yielded a film thickness

of 22.4 im for a zinc borosilicate simulated nuclear waste glass (PNL

composition 72-68) corroded in 0.1 M HC1 for 10 h at 100*C. However, when a

specimen of this same glass was exposed to 1000C water for 10 h its infrared

reflection spectrum was identical to the spectrum for the uncorroded glass,

suggesting a near zero film thickness. Neglecting network dissolution, these

data suggest that the waste glass is less durable in acid than in water and

considerably more durable in water than 33N.

4,-

'I
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The accuracy of the sequential polishing method is probably no better

than 1.0 iUm and it is most useful for evaluating thick films. Pitting and

other surface irregularities may also affect the calculated film thickness. H

B. Scanning Electron Microscopy - Energy Dispersive X-ray Analysis

The SEM is valuable for monitoring the morphological surface changes

that accompany glass corrosion. Surface morphology must be understood before

any of the data from other techniques such as IRRS, AES, EMP and solution

analysis can be reliably interpreted.

Extensive ion exchange produces a thick and usually highly stressed

Si02-rich film. Upon dehydration of the films, these stresses can lead to

cracking on some glasses as shown in Fig. 4a. Even more durable simulated

nuclear waste glasses exhibit surface cracking after exposure although it is

usually less pronounced than on simple binary alkali silicates (Fig. 4b).

The exact time at which cracking occurs depends on the composition of the

glass as well as the exposure conditions. Surface cracks have been observed

with optical microscopy on a variety of binary and ternary alkali and

alkali-alkaline earth silicate glasses after they have been removed from the

corrosion solution and permitted to air dry for several hours. However,

durable glasses with thin leached layers may require exposure to the vacuum

of the SEM, AES, or LDP before cracks develop.

When a binary alkali silicate glass is exposed for a sufficiently long

time to a static solution, network dissolution becomes important (due to a

high pH), either partially or completely dissolving the SiO2-rich film. If

complete dissolution of the film occurs, a surface that is compositionally,

but not necessarily morphologically equivalent to the uncorroded glass, is

.'-!RY ~ '
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L 33 mol % Li2O - 67mol % S10 2

950C 119 h, H20
SA /V 0.77 cm-1

PNL Gloss composition (76 -68)
90 C -5 weeks, H20

(b)

Fig. 4. Scanning electron micrographs after corrosion for a) 33 mol %
Ui20 67 mol % SJ02, 95

0C - 119 h in deminerallized H20,SA/V -0.1 cm-', c) 33 mci % Na2O - 67 mol % SiO2, 39-C - 223 h,
deminerallized H20o, SA/V -0.77 cm-1, d) commercial glass, 1000C-
100% relative humidity -20 days, and 3) EDXA spectra f or the glass
shown in (d).
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I
obtained. A distinguishing feature of glass surfaces altered by network

dissolution is severe roughening as illustrated in Fig. 4c (pitting in this

case).

Window panes typically are exposed to high humidity conditions. This

type of exposure (referred to as weathering) can lead to discrete precipitate

formation on the glass surface as shown in Fig. 4d. The consitituents of the

precipitates, determined using an energy dispersive x-ray analyzer attached

to the SEM, were found to be Na, Ca, and Cl (Fig. 4e). These precipitates

are not tightly bound to the glass surface and are easily removed by rinsing

with water.

C. Electron Microprobe Analysis

When glasses are corroded via the ion exchange mechanism, electroa

microprobe analysis may be used to determine the effects of composition,

temperature, SA/V, and additives such as CaO and .1203 on the leach rates.

The problems associated with analyzing glasses with the EM?, as well as other

37-40
electron beam analyses such as AES, are well recognized. A time-

dependent signal response is usually obtained from glasses. That is, the

analyses obtained are dependent upon the length of time the electron beam

impinges upon the glass surface. There are several potential explanations

for this behavior: 1) electric field effects, 2) electron beam stimulated

desorption of various species, and 3) thermal effects. Whatever the cause,

the problem can be minimized by techniques such as cooling the specimen to

liquid nitrogen temperature, defocusing the beam to decrease the current

density, and translating the specimen under the beam.

The method used for the EMP data presented in this study was to defocus

the electron beam and translate the glass under the beam. Figure 5 shows the

ii
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Fig. 5. EMP analysis of three glasses containing equivalent
,xol % of Na20 after various exposure times to
aeionized water. The corrosion test used for this
experiment is shown in Fig. If.
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results for three glasses using this method. X-ray intensity of Na is plotted

as a function of corrosion time. The slopes of the lines are related to the

rate of Na release from the glass. Initially, all three glasses contained

equivalent concentrations of Na 0. However, Na is leached from the binary

glass much faster than from the ternary and commercial glasses. The ternary

glass contains 10 mol % CaO and the commercial glass contains 10 mol % CaO

plus a small % of A203 Hence, the presence of CaO and Al2 03 in glass

significantly improves its leach resistance.

D. Auger Electron Spectroscopy - Ar Ion Milling

AES is one of the best techniques available for analyzing glass surfaces.

Its small sampling depth, %5-50 A depending on the element, makes it useful

for characterizing very durable glasses in which the surfaces have been leached

to only a few hundred angstroms. Such thin leached layers are usually not

detectable with IRRS, SEM-EDXA and EM because of their larger sampling depths
0

('%5000 A).

The Auger spectra in Fig. 6 were measured at liquid nitrogen temperature

in order to minimize the alkali mobility problems and obtain data that were

independent of electron beam impingement time. Figure 6a shows the AES

spectrum of a durable commercial soda-lime-silicate glass prior to exposure.

The peak height (dN/dE) is related to the concentration of the element

responsible for that peak. After corrosion (Fig. 6b), the Na peak has nearly

disappeared, indicating that this element has been leached from the glass

surface. The depth of leaching was determined by sputtering the surface with

a 2KeV Ar ion beam for specified times and analyzing with AES after each

sputtering time. Figure 6c shows the composition (mol %) as a function of
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d) Auger surface spectrum of PNL 76-68 glass after
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depth within the glass surface. This depth compositional profile, which

was constructed from many spectra such as those in Fig. 6b, indicates

that Na has been leached to a depth of %600 A (0.06 iim) after 1 h at 37°C

in water. The SiO 2 concentration is higher in the Na-depleted region,

demonstrating the presence of the Si02-rich film discussed earlier.

Exchange of Na+ from the glass with H+ (or H30+) from the solution is

responsible for the formation of the SiO 2-rich film.

The Auger spectra and depth compositional profiles are more complex

for simulated nuclear waste glasses which contain 20 to 30 species. A

spectrum of a PNL simulated waste glass is shown in Fig. 6d for a specimen

corroded 3 days at 90*C using the test cell in Fig. ld. The depth composi-

tional profile (Fig. 6e) for this specimen indicates a buildup of Fe on the

glass surface. The thickness of the Fe layer increased with exposure time

up to 5 weeks (duration of experiment). These data suggest that the behavior

observed in the infrared reflection spectrum of Fig. 3b may be due to the

presence of this Fe layer on the glass surface.

One deficiency of AES in glass corrosion studies (also EMP and IRRS) is

that the extent of network dissolution cannot be evaluated. The Auger spectrum

of a corroded glass in which the SiO 2-rich film has been dissolved would be

identical to the spectrum of the uncorroded glass. However, when AES-IM used

in conjunction with solution analyses, both the extent of ion exchange (from

AES-IM) and network dissolution (from solution analyses) can be determined.

E. Solution Analyses

Atomic absorption spectrophotometry (AA), atomic emission spectro-

photometry (AE), pH, and colorimetry are used routinely to analyze corrosion

*W f.U I
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solution. With AA and AE, the concentration of individual elements in

solution can be measured and converted to a useful corrosion index such

as that defined by equations (4)-(6). The sensitivities of these methods

are different for each element and are theoretically less than 1 ppm. In

practice, the most reliable data can be obtained if the concentrations are

greater than 1 ppm. Nevertheless, AA and AE provide far better accuracy

than standard titration methods in which the individual concentrations of

elements are not determined.

Monitoring the solution pH as a function of exposure time is essential

because the dominant mechanisms of corrosion are dependent on this parameter

as discussed above. The pH is usually measured using a calibrated pH meter

with suitable probe.

Table I presents solution data obtained from a 33 mol % Na20 - 67 mol %

SiO 2 glass (33N) corroded under several different conditions of temperature

and SA/V. An increase in either temperature or SA/V produces an increase

in specie concentration in solution for a specified exposure time. However,

the mechanisms responsible for these increases are different. At a constant

SA/V, increasing the tempertures causes an increase in rate at which species

are removed from glass (i.e., increase in reaction rate constant). An

increase in SA/V at constant temperature merely provides a larger surface

area of glass from which to obtain these species. The actual rate of specie

release per unit area is not dependent on SA/V as long as the mechanism of

corrosion does not change.

The values of a are listed in Table I. It can be seen that at very short

times and low exposure temperatures a is small, indicating that ion exchange

is the major mechanism of corrosion. Shortly after the pH increases above

9,
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TABLE I -Solution Data for a 33 Mol % Na20 -

67 Mol % SiO 2 Glass

Temp 0C Time (h) SA/V (cm- ) pH Na+ (ppm) SiO2 (ppm) l

25 0.5 0.1 8.68 10 2 0.08

25 0.5 1.0 10.06 110 124 0.43

90 0.5 0.1 11.24 1600 4286 1.00
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a9, a 1 due to network dissolution. The time at which a reaches 1

corresponds to point d in Fig. 2. When a is 1, as is the case for the

-1
specimen corroded for 0.5 h at 90*C with SA/V - 0.1 cm , the film

thickness is equal to zero. The SEMs representative of ion exchange and

network dissolution are shown in Figs. 4a and c, respectively.

Solution data for a PNL 76-68 glass are presented in Table II. It

can be seen that this glass is significantly more durable than the binary

soda-silicate glass exposed to the same temperature and SA/V. Glass

constituents other than those in Table II might also be present in the corrosion

solution in concentrations below the detection limits of our AA spectro-

photometer. Although a significant buildup of Fe on the glass surface was

observed with AES (Fig. 63), no iron was detected in the corrosion solution. Alpha

values are not usually calculated for these multicomponent glasses due to

the complexity of the surface reactions.

Solution data are not always adequate for characterizing glass cor-

rosion. For instance, solution data alone can be misleading when solution

limits are exceeded and precipitation from solution onto the specimen surface

occurs. A more reliable interpretation results if solution data are

supplemented with surface analysis data.

Srmary

The first priority in any glass corrosion experiment is the selection

of a suitable test procedure. The test procedure should ensure that all

critical parameters are controlled properly for the duration of the experiment.

Additionally, the test should be designed so that sufficient information

can be derived from both solution and sample. The static corrosion test
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TABLE II - Solution Data for a Soda Borosilicate Simulated

Nuclear Waste Glass. PNL Composition 76-68.

ppm*
Temp 0C Time SA/V (cm- ) pH B 203** SIO2 Na20 MoO 3  Cs20 CaO

90 1 day 0.1 5.87 7.08 4.50 2.29 0.15 0.21 0.31

6.15 7.08 5.00 2.29 0.30 0.21 0.31

90 1 week 0.1 6.28 21.89 18.25 7.28 0.75 0.64 0.35

6.25 28.98 21.50 7.41 0.75 0.64 0.35

90 5 weeks 0.1 4.35 48.30 62.50 35.04 0.75 2.33 1.12

4.14 52.81 82.50 32.35 0.60 2.65 1.12

Table illustrates data from duplicate test specimens

*Sr and Fe were searched for but not found in any of the corrosion solutions.

**Determined with colorimetry (Carmine method).

tDetermined with colorimetry (Heterpoly Blue method).

*1i
- - - -
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shown in Fig. if and the modified ISO test illustrated in Fig. Id have

been extensively used in our laboratory and both have provided satisfactory

results.

No signIe analytical method is capable of completely characterizing

glass corrosion processes. For instance, solution analysis provides little

information on the develoDment and growth of the SiO 2-rich surface film,

or on precipitation reactions due to supersaturation. It can, however, be

used to distinguish between ion exchange and network dissolution. SEM can

be used to characterize the morphological surface changes that result from

glass corrosion including precipitate formation, dehydration of the SiO -rich

layer, and pitting. The development of thick SiO 2-rich film can be determined

with IRRS. When the sequential polishing technique is coupled with IRRS the

growth and dissolution of thick SiO 2-rich films can often be monitored.

Very durable glasses may develop a thin SiO -rich layer over long
2

exposure times. AES-IM is required to characterize these films. It is

recommended that all specimens to be evaluated with AES-IM first be

examined with SF.! in order to reveal surface morphology that might influence

the surface spectrum and ion milling characteristics of the glass.

Ideally, the study of glass corrosion should include a combination of

techniques and at the very least one surface analysis and one solution

analysis should be performed for each exposure condition.
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The corrosion behavior of Li2 02SiO2 (33L) glass has been studied
(1-3)

extensively. During the early stage of reaction with a neutral aqueous

environment, Li+ is selectively leached from the glass surface via ion

exchange with H+ (or H3 0 +) from the solution. In a closed system in which

the ratio of glass surface area to volume of solution (SA/V) is high, the pH

of the solution will increase with exposure time. If the pH is permitted

to go above approximately 9 a second mechanism of glass corrosion will

become important.(4 ,5 ) This mechanism involves dissolution of the glass

network and is due to OH attack on the silicon-oxygen bonds. The relative

importance of the ion exchange and network dissolution reactions is dependent

on numerous factors including solution pH, exnosure temperature, time and

(SA/V). The corrosion mechanisms and kinetics of vitreous Li 202SiO2 have

been studied by Sanders and Hench (I ) and Ethridge and Hench (3 ) for a wide

range of environments. Additionally, the crystallization kinetics for this

glass have been well characterized by Hench jt .(6) and Freiman and Hench!
7'8 )

It is well known that controlled nucleation and crystallization can signifi-

cantly improve the mechanical properties of the resulting glass-ceramic over
(9)

those characteristic of the glass with the same composition. During

crystallization, the microstructure of the glass is altered by the presence

of both crystals and phase boundaries. If the glass is only partially

crystallized, the microstructure may consist of isolated crystals dispersed

in a vitreous matrix. Recent evidence indicates that even the vitreous

phase in the glass-ceramic may have a structure that is different from that

of the as-cast glass. (1 0 ) Thus, it is not unreasonable to assume that the

corrosion behavior of the glass-ceramic may be quite different from that of

the glass.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.. .. ..
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The objective of this study is to establish the effects of controlled

crystallization on the chemical durability of the Li 0.2SiO 2 glass-ceramic

system. The 33L composition has been chosen for two reasons: 1) as

already mentioned, the crystallization and corrosion behavior of the glass

are well characterized, and 2) since this is a stoichiometric composition,

the crystalline phase has the same composition as the glass phase. This

permits the evaluation of corrosion independent of compositional variations

that may accompany crystallization of nonstoichiometric compositions.

E=perimental

The Li20-*qiO2 (33L) glass and glass-ceramic specimens used in this
(10)

study were prepared using techniques described in a previous paper.

Briefly, the glass was melted in an electric muffle furnace at 1350*C for

24 h. Crylinders 2.5 cm in diameter and 6.0 cm long were cast in a graphite

mold and annealed at 3500 C for 4 h. These glass cylinders were nucleated

at 457*C for 24 h and crystallized at 550*C for various times yielding 20%,

60% and 90% volume fraction (Vv) crystallization. The percentage volume

fraction crystallization was determined by using optical scanning techniques

of applied stereology. (11) The cylinders were sliced with a diamond wafering

saw into 0.3 cm thick disks the surfaces of which were polished through 600

grit with SiC paper prior to exposure.

Specimens of 33L glass and partially crystallized 33L glass were ex-

posed to an environment of either demineralized water, 0.1M NaOH, or 0.1M HC

maintained at 100C* for up to 10 h. Duplicate specimens were tested for

*Magni-Whirl (R) Constant Temperature Bath, Blue M Electric Co., Blue Island,

Illinois.i
"I
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each exposure condition to evaluate reproducibility. The maximum difference

in the solution data between any of the duplicates was 46 ppm (265 ± 23 ppm)

of SiO 2 and 11 ppm (135 ± 5.5 ppm) of Li + . The detection limits were 1.0 ppm

+
for SiO 2 and 0.1 ppm for Li . The ratio of surface area of exposed material

-i
to solution volume (SA/V) was 2.0 cm . Infrared reflection spectra* were

obtained for all specimens in the spectral region 1300-600 cm- both prior

to and after aqueous exposure . SEMs** were also taken for selected samples.

+ +
The corrosion solutions were analyzed by measuring pH', Li concentration

and SiO 2, concentration

ResuZts and Discussion

Scanning electron micrographs for 33L glass containing four volume

fractions of crystallization (V = 0%, 20%, 60%, 90%) are shown in Figs. 1-4.
v

These figures illustrate representative surfaces for each material after

exposure to acidic, neutral and basic solutions. Micrographs of unreacted

specimens are not shown but are similar to the micrograph of glass (V = 0%)

exposed for 2 h to neutral solution (Fig. 1). Significant differences in

the surface microstructural features as a function of percent crystallization

can be seen after exposure, particularly to neutral and basic solutions.

The crystalline phase is more pronounced on the specimens exposed to the

neutral and basic solutions than on those exposed to the acidic solution.

*Model 467, Perkin-Elmer Infrared Reflection Spectrometer, Norwalk, CT.
**Model JSM-35C, JEOL Ltd., Tokyo, Japan.

..Model 801A, Orion Research, Inc., Cambridge, MA.
<Model 603, Perkin-Elmer Spectrophotometer (atomic emission), Norwalk, CT.
Model DR-3803, Hach Chemical Co., Ames, IA.
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The similarity between the surfaces exposed to either neutral or basic

solutions is not surprising because the pH of the neutral solution increases

with exposure time under static exposure conditions. The increase in solu-

tion pH is due to exchange between Li+ ions from solution, resulting in an

increase in OH- ions in solution. (1 2' 13 ) Thus, long exposure times to a

static neutral solution favors network dissolution as does exposure to a

basic solution even for short times.

When Vv = 0% (Fig. 1), two types of corrosion are observed over a wide

range of pH values (pH - 1-13). In acidic solutions the primary mode of

corrosion is ion exchange. There are two features in the micrograph in

Fig. 1 that support this conclusion: 1) surface cracks, and 2) polishing

scratches. The cracks are related to the ion exchange mechanism and

usually appear after the specimen has been removed from solution and permitted

to dry, or after the specimen has been subjected to a vacuum. The extent of

ion exchange required to produce surface cracks is not known but is probably

dependent on the composition of the glass. The fact that the polishing

scratches do not exhibit noticeable dimensional changes during exposure to

the acidic solution suggest that network dissolution is minimal in the low

pH environment. In contrast, the specimens exposed to the basic solutions

exhibit broadened polishing scratches and no surface cracks. Thus, the

dominant mechanism of corrosion is network dissolution. The specimens ex-

posed to the neutral solution show indications of both ion exchange and

network dissolution with the latter being more apparent after long exposure

times.
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F'ig. 1. Scanning electron micrographs of 33L glass after Zh and 10 h
exposure in acid, n~utral, and base aqueous solution. at 10
wit SA/V -2.0 cm-".
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Three types of attack are observed on the glass-ceramic containing

20 percent crystallization (Fig. 2). In acidic solutions, only ion exchange

occurs as was the case with glass (Vv = 0%). However, in both neutral and

basic solutions network dissolution of the glassy phase, and preferential

attack of the boundary between the glassy and crystalline phases are

significant. The preferential phase boundary attack may be due to stresses

or compositional gradients at the interface. Similar attack has been

reported by Baylor and Brown (14 ) for phase separated borosilicate glasses.

Surface cracks in the glassy phase of the specimen exposed to the neutral

solution indicates the presence of an ion exchanged layer even after 10 h

of exposure. These cracks do not occur in the crystalline phase. Possibly

the most important information provided by Fig. 2 is the relative durabil-

ities of the glassy and crystalline phases. The fully exposed crystals

shown in this figure demonstrate that the crystalline phase is more

resistant to network dissolution than the glassy phase.

As the crystalline phase increases from Vv = 20% to Vv = 60% and

Vv = 90%, the surface morphology changes from that of isolated crystals

in a vitreous matrix to ones dominated by the crystalline phase (Figs. 3

and 4). This is most easily seen on the specimens exposed to the neutral

and basic solutions. Network dissolution preferentially removes the

glass and highlights the crystalline phase. Exposure to the acidic solution

produces essentially no network dissolution but does permit ion exchange as

evidenced by the surface cracks visible on the 10 h specimens in Figs. 3

and 4.
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Infrared reflection spectra shown in Fig. 5 for 33L glass exposed

to a wide range of pH solutions are consistent with those reported in

previous work. (' 15) In the uncorroded glass spectrum, the peak located

at 1030 cm-  (LS) is due to symmetrical Si-O-Si stretching vibrations in

a network containing Li , and the peak at 930 cm (NS) is caused by Si-

nonbridging oxygen vibrations. The spectrum of vitreous silica is also

included in this figure for the purpose of instrument calibration and

comparison. The peak at 1100 cm 1 (S) for vitreous silica is due to

Si-O-Si symmetrical stretching vibrations in a pure SiO 2 structure.

During corrosion of 33L glass in the acidic solution, the LS peak shifts

to higher wavenumbers and increases in intensity (% reflection) progressively

approaching the S peak of vitreous silica as corrosion time increases.

These alterations in infrared reflection spectra are caused by the leaching

of Li+ (ion exchanging with H or H30+ ) from the glass, resulting in the

(16)development of a SiO 2-rich film on the glass surface. Infrared spectra

show that the short time corrosion behavior of 33L glass in the static

neutral solution is similar to that in the acidic solution. That is,

initially there is a development of a SiO 2-rich film on the surface of the

glass. However, the peak intensity decreases with long exposure times

(i.e., >4 h). This is usually indicative of surface roughening due to

network dissolution of the SiO -rich film. (12) As discussed earlier, the
2

pH of the static neutral solution increases with exposure time, and the

resulting high OH concentration enhances network dissolution. The general

shape of the infrared spectra for 33L glass exposed to the basic solution

does not change. The spectral intensity, however, continuously decreases
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Fig. 5. Infrared reflection spectra of 33L glass before and after

acid, neutral, and base aqueous solution.
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with exposure time. These spectral variations indicate that no SiO,-rich

film is developed during exposure to the high pH solution. Surface

roughening due to network dissolution is responsible for the decline in

intensity. Network dissolution enlarges the polishing scratches and

causes pitting as shown in the micrographs in Fig. 1.

Figure 6 shows the infrared reflection spectra for 33L glass with

20% crystallization exposed to the acidic, neutral and basic solutions.

These spectra are basically the same as those for the glass exposed to j

similar environments. The major exceptions are the spectra corresponding

to the 10 h exposures in neutral and basic solutions. The lower

intensities observed on the 33L-20% Vv specimen for these exposures indicates

increased surface roughening. The increased surface roughening is due to

preferential network dissolution of the glassy phase exposing the crystals

as shown in Fig. 2. These data suggest that the glassy phase of 33L - 20% V
V

glass-ceramic is primarily responsible for the observed surface corrosion.

Infrared reflection spectra for 33L glass with 60% V and 90% V

crystallization exposed to acidic, neutral and basic solutions are shown

in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively. The similarity of the spectra for these

two materials both prior to and after corrosion facilitates their joint

discussion. These spectra exhibit some definite changes in surface

structure and corrosion behavior compared to the 33L glass and 33L glass

with 20% Vv crystallization. The broad LS peak at 1030 cm- I is due with

-1 -i
the glassy phase. The well defined peaks at 1210 cm , 1100 cm , and

750 cm-  have been previously associated with the crystalline phase. (10)

The positions of these latter three peaks for 33L-60% V and 33L-90% VV V
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are practically unaltered during exposure to neutral and basic solutions

but their intensities generally decrease with time. Hoi.ever, significant

peak position alterations are observed when the materials are exposed

to the acidic solution. These peak position alterations are thought to

be due to the exchange of Li+ ions from both the glassy and crystalline

surfaces with the H+ (or H30+) ions from the solution (17) resulting in

the development of a SiO2-rich film on both surfaces. The general decrease

in spectral intensity on the surfaces exposed to the neutral and basic

solutions is consistent with the preferential dissolution of the glassy

phase resulting in surface roughening as shown in Figs. 3 and 4.

Solution data are presented in Fig. 9 (and tabulated in Table I)

for each exposure condition and material. In general the concentrations

of Li+ and SiO 2 increased in solution as exposure time increased for all

exposure times and materials. The pH of the neutral solution also increases

+
with time for all materials. This pH increase is due to exchange of Li

ions from the material surface with H+ or H 30+ ions from solution. Both

the change in pH and Li+ ion concentration are less for the glass-ceramics

containing large percentages of crystals exposed to the neutral solution

(Table I and Fig. 9C). These data suggest that the ion exchange of Li+

is slower from the crystalline surface than from the glass surface sincc

the glass-ceramics have a smaller area of glass exposed to the solution.

The same trend in Li ion concentration is observed in the materials

exposed to the basic and acidic solutions (with the exception of the 10 h

exposure - 90% crystal).
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TABLE I. Solution Data for 33L Glass-Ceramic Corrosion in Acid, Neutral
and Base Aqueous Environments.

53
Percent Crvstallization

Glass 20% 60% 90%

H pH 2 h 1.7 1.8 1.6 1.8
4 h 1.8 1.8 1.7 1.9

10 h 2.0 2.1 1.9 2.2

Li
+

J (ppm) 2 h 58 59 24 58
4 h 125 135 50 61

10 h 160 126 90 168

SiO 2
(ppm) 2 h 8 5 7 13

4 h 70 90 12 15
10 h 180 120 15 34

H20

pH 2 h 11.8 11.7 10.1 8.8
4 h 12.0 12.0 10.5 10.4

10 h 12.2 12.2 10.6 10.4

Li
+

(ppm) 2 h 54 46 12 13
4h 90 80 11 11

10 h 135 170 33 29

SiO2

(ppm) 2 h 17 21 26 554 h 58 65 30 70
10 h 272 190 45 150

NaOH

pH 2 h 12.7 13.0 12.7 13.0
4 h 13.0 12.7 12.7 12.7

10 h 12.9 12.9 12.7 12.9

Li
+

(ppm) 2 h 24 22 15 31
4 h 40 33 36 29

10 h 100 118 51 40

SiO2S02
(ppm) 2 h 200 118 59 65

4 h 188 125 265 120
10 h 185 230 525 220

Corrosion Temp. - 100*C Initial pH - HC1 (0.1M) - 1.025

SAV 2.0 cm-1 - H20 - 6.573

- NaOH (0.1M)-12.964
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The concentrations of SiO 2. in solution is an indication of the extent

of network dissolution that has occurred on the materials (Fig. 9B,D,F).

As expected the samples exposed to the acidic solution exhibited the

smallest change in SiO 2 concentration with time and those exposed co the

basic solutions exhibited the largest change. In acidic and neutral solu-

tion the glass-ceramics with 60% crystalline phase was the most durable

material; it was the least durable material in the basic solution. As

discussed earlier, considerable network dissolution of the glassy phase

occurs on all of the materials exposed to the basic solution or to the

static neutral solution for long times (see micrographs in Figs. 1-4).

The relative high concentrations of SiO 2 in the basic solution for the

60 percent crystalline specimen is thought to be related to two factors:

1) extensive preferential attack of the phase boundaries, and 2) the

relative high percentage of glass in the structure (i.e., 40%). Prefer-

ential boundary attack does not occur on glass with 0 percent crystalliza-

tion; only uniform network attack occurs. On the glass-ceramic containing 90 per-

cent crystallization, preferential phase boundary attack is significant

but the percent glass affected is small (i.e., 10%). However, on the

glass-ceramic containing 60 percent crystallization not only is preferential

phase boundary attack significant, the volume of glass affected is large.

The above discussion has demonstrated that both the mechanism of attack

and extent of attack on glass-ceramics depends on the percent crystalliza-

tion, environmental exposure conditions, and duration of exposure. Thus,

there is a wide range of possible surface morphologies, several of which

are in Fig. 10.

' ' " ' ' ..... .. , . .... .. . . , _ ' " ' ' • " '* 1 i
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VARIOUS MODES OF GLASS -CERAMIC CORROSION
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Fig. 10. Various modes of glass-ceramic corrosion for 33L

glass-ceramics.
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Swmnary

Crystallization significantly affects the corrosion behavior of

Li20.2SiO 2 glass. In general, the least of surface damage is observed

on all the materials when exposed to acidic solution and the most exten-

sive surface alterations occur on all the materials exposed to the

basic solutions. On glass, network dissolution occurs uniformly over

the entire exposed surface. On glass-ceramics, network dissolution

proceeds at different rates over the surface, with the highest rate

occurring on the glassy phase. In addition to ion exchange and network

dissolution, preferential attack of the boundary between the glassy and

crystalline phases is important in glass-ceramic systems exposed to

basic solutions, or to static neutral solutions for long times. Phase

boundary attack does not appear to be significant on glass-ceramics

exposed to acidic solutions. Overall the 90% crystallized glass-ceramic

was the most durable material investigated.
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7zroduction

Glass-ceramics are presently used in many applications where good

chemical resistance and strength are required. Examples of these may

be found in the aerospace, electronics, medical, chemical, dental and

household appliance industries. Additionally, the use of these materials

as encapsulants for radioactive nuclear wastes generated by commercial

and defense-related reactors is being considered.

Relatively little data has been reported on the corrosion properties

(i)
of partially devitrified glass-ceramics. Studies by McCracken et al.

and Freiman and Hench (2) on stoichiometric lithia-disilicate glass-

ceramics show that both the corrosion resistance and mechanical strength

are improved as the extent of crystallization (ceraming) is increased.

These results might be interpreted to suggest that an improvement in

chemical durability always accompanies the ceraming process. Hench

et al. (3 ) have shown that the composition of the crystalline phase is

the same as the glassy phase for the stoichiometric lithia-disilicate

glass-ceramics. These results suggest the absence of phase-boundary

segregation in the binary lithia-disilicate system. However, this nearly

ideal condition, in which no compositional variation or phase-boundary

segregation occurs during crystallization, is rarely encountered in

industrial glass-ceramics.

A four-component glass-ceramic (Li2O-A1203-CaO-SiO 2 ) was studied

in the present investigation. Unlike the binary lithia-disilicate system,

the composition of the crystalline phase that develops during ceraming is
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significantly different from the original glass composition. Thus,

large compositional changes occur within the glassy phase of the

glass-ceramic during crystallization. Since it is well known that

aqueous durability is dependent on glass composition, the major

objective was to evaluate the effects of the degree of crystalliza-

tion on the extent of corrosion for these non-stoichiometric glass-

ceramics.

Experimental Procedure

A 30.5 Li200-2.5 A203-6.0 CaO-61.0 SiO 2 (mol %) glass (LACS),

prepared by PPG*, was crushed and sieved to -100 mesh. Nb 205 powder,

and Pt as an aqueous solution of chloroplantinic acid, were added to

the glass powders as nucleating agents. These mixtures were dried 3 h

at 520C and crystallized at 620C for various times (Fig. 1). Surfaces

of the discs were polished to 600 grit with dry SiC paper.

The volume fraction of crystalline phase (Vv) in the partially

devitrified samples was determined using a two-dimensional systematic

point count as described by Hilliard, (4) Hilliard and Cahn, (5) and

DeHoff. (6 ) A 100-point grid was placed on scanning electron micrographs

obtained for each corroded sample at a magnification of 480X. Each V v
V

value reported represents an average of 100 counts.

Polished samples were submerged in polyethylene bottles containing

sufficient deionized water to yield a glass surface area to solution

volume ratio (SA/V) of 0.77 cm- . These bottles were submerged in a

water bath at 100C for 6 h. Upon removing samples from the corrosion

*Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co., Pittsburgh, PA.
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cells, their surfaces were rinsed with deionized water and air dried.

Samples were corroded in triplicate and solutions were analyzed for pH

using a pH meter* and for cation concentrations using atomic absorption**

and colorimetry***. Surfaces were evaluated using infrared reflection

spectroscopy (IRRS) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) . Electron

microprobe analysis (EMP) was performed on both the glassy phase and

crystalline phase of selected specimens.

Results and 9scussion

The volume fraction of crystalline phase (V ) resulting from the

various crystallization times are shown in Fig. 1. V increases rapidly
V

with time in a linear fashion up to "-0.80 V v; a rapid slowdown occurred

in the rate of crystallization when 0.80 < V < 0.90; a linear relation-

ship between V and time was again obtained for 0.9 < V < 0.965 (highest

V achieved), but the rate of crystallization was significantly reducedV

in comparison to the initial rate. The kinetics of crystallization

for this system differ from the sigmoidal behavior observed for the

binary lithia-disilicate glass by Freiman et al. (7) X-ray diffraction

analysis revealed that the crystalline phase was primarily SiO 2 in

contrast to Li2Si205 crystals reported (3) for the lithia-disilicate

glass-ceramics. EMP analysis also indicated that the crystalline phase

was higher in SiO2 and A1203 but lower in CaO than the glassy phase.

*Orion Model #801A, Orion Research, Inc., Cambridge, LA.
**Perkin-Elmer Model #603 , Perkin-Elmer, Norwalk, CT

***Hach lodel:DR-3803, Hack Chemical Co., Ames, IA
tPerkin-Elmer Model '467, Perkin-Elmer, Norwalk, CT
JEOL Model #JSM-35C, JEOL Lzd., Tokyo, Japan
EMP Model #!4S-64, Acton Laboratories, Inc., Acton, Mass.

... .1..
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The rapid decrease in the crystallization rate of V > 0.80 is" " V -

thought to be due to the depletion of SiO 2 from the glassy phase.

Concurrently, the glassy phase becomes enriched with other species

present in the original composition, especially Li2 0 and CaO.

Figure 2 illustrates the infrared reflection spectra of LACS

glass-ceramics at various stages of crystallization both before and

(8-10)
after corrosion. IRRS has been used by other investigators to

characterize surface chemical and structural changes that accompany

glass corrosion. McCracken et al. (11) have also shown that this

technique is sensitive to microstructural changes that occur during

crystallization of binary lithia-disilicate glass-ceramics. The infra-

red reflection spectrum corresponding to the annealed glass is shown in

-l
Fig. 2a. There are two maxima in this spectrum; the maximum at %1050 cm

(10) -l
is due to a silicon-oxygen stretch vibration; the maximum at ,950 cm

is due to a silicon-nonbridging oxygen stretch vibration and is associated

(10)
with the alkali species. Major spectral changes are observed in the

glass after it is corroded at 100*C for 6 h. The maximum originally at

-i -l -i
,1050 cm has shifted to %1100 cm , and the %950 cm maximum has

shifted to ^920 cm- I while simultaneously decreasing in intensity (i.e.,

% reflectance). Also, there is a decrease in spectral intensity at

-i
"1i000 cm after corrosion. Other researchers have established the

mechanisms responsible for these spectral changes. (8-10) The spectral

alterations are attributed to an ion-exchange reaction during corrosion

whereby Li+ ions from the glass exchange with H+ or H3 0 ions from solution

resulting in the development of a SiO 2-rich film. If the reaction were
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permitted to continue, the spectrum of the corroded glass in Fig. 2a

would become almost identical to the spectrum of vitreous silica also

shown in this same figure.

The spectra corresponding to the uncorroded glass-ceramics shown

in Fig. 2a-f provide information concerning the evolution of the

microstructure during crystallization. As V increases several altera-
V

-l

tions become evident in the spectra. The maximum at '1i050 cm in the

glass (Fig. 2a) gradually shifts to higher wavenumbers, becomes better

defined and also increases in intensity as Vv increases. Simultaneously,

-i
the maximum at ',950 cm in the glass shifts to lower wavenumbers and

-i
decreases in intensity. A new maximum at %860 cm appears in the

spectrum corresponding to V = 0.316 (620'C-10 min). This maximumV

becomes better defined and increases in intensity as Vv increases up to
-i

0.965 (6200 C-l0 h). The 860 cm maximum has been reported by other

investigations for alkali-silicate glasses containing large quantities

of alkali oxides. (13 ) Binary glasses containing 33 mol % alkali oxide
4-.

(R20/SiO2  0.5) have on the average one non-bridging oxygen per SiO 4

tetrahedron. These non-bridging oxygens in association with the alkali

-l
species give rise to the maximum at 950 cm . Glasses containing <33

mol % alkali oxide will also exhibit a maximum at 1950 cm- , but its

intensity will be less than that for a 33 mol % alkali oxide glass.

Glasses containing 33 mol % alkali oxide will produce some SiO, tetrahedra

with two non-bridging oxygens and as the % alkali oxide and alkaline-earth

oxides increases the number of tetrahedra with two non-bridging oxygens

will increase giving rise to the peak observed at "860 cm-. Thus, the
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spectral changes observed during crystallization suggest the develop-

ment of a silica-rich primary phase and a glass phase that is

significantly enriched in alkali and alkaline earth oxides.

Major changes are also observed in the infrared reflection spectra

between the uncorroded and corroded specimens at all values of V . Thev

maximum corresponding to the silicon-oxygen stretch vibration (i.e.,

-i
the 1050 cm peak) has shifted to higher wavenumbers after corrosion

(Figs. 2b-f). The magnitude of the shift (L wavenumbers) decreases as

Vv increases. The reason for this shift has already been discussed and

is due to the removal of Li ions from the glass surface via ion-exchange

with H ions. As V increases, the magnitude of the shift decreases

because there is less glass in the surface exposed to the corrosion

solution and hence less ion-exchange. Thus, the contribution of the

glassy phase to the silicon-oxygen maximum decreases as V increases.

-I -i
The maxima at 950 cm and 860 cm corresponding to the silicon-

nonbridging oxygen vibrations have completely disappeared from corrosion

and in some cases have been replaced by small valleys. These data

suggest that the phase responsible for these peaks (namely the glassy

phase) has been removed from the surface of the glass-ceramic. Scanning

electron micrographs of corroded LACS glass-ceramics are shown in Fig. 3.

These data reveal that the residual glassy phase present after crystal-

lization has been preferentially corroded, while the crystalline phase

experiences little or no decomposition as indicated by the presence of

original polish scratches. In addition to the ion-exchange mechanism

of corrosion indicated by IRRS, the micrographs show that significant

_ ___ __
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network dissolution has occurred to the glassy phase. The apparent

increased attack observed at the phase boundary between the glass and

crystals is thought to be due either to residual stresses that develop

between the glass and crystals during the crystallization process or

to a higher Li+ concentration in this region resulting in a more

soluble glass.

Solution data are shown in Fig. 4 for the LACS glass-ceramics

after a 100*C, 6 h exposure to water. The concentrations of Li+ and

Si+ 4 and the solution pH increase as the V increases. The increase
V

in pH is due to the exchange of Li+ ions from the glass with H+ ions

from the solution, resulting in an excess of OH ions in solution.

Although a large fraction of Li+ in solution is probably due to ion-

exchange, the increase in Si+ 4 with V and the micrographs shown in

Fig. 3 suggest that network dissolution of the glass also contributes

significantly to the high Li+ concentration. The only known mechanism

+4
whereby Si can be released into solution is by network dissolution.

When network dissolution occurs, all species in the glass are released

(14)
simultaneously. Douglas et al. have shown that the rate at which

OH destroys the network structure increases dramatically when the

solution pH > 9. As indicated in Fig. 4, the pH was greater than 9

after 6 h of exposure for all values of V . The increase in Li+ ions
v

in solution with increased V is not due to ion-exchange from theV

crystalline phase, because as already noted, the IRRS peak shift which

is characteristic of the ion-exchange process decreases as V increases.
v

Furthermore, the micrographs show that the increase in Li+ is not due

to the network dissolution of the crystalline phase. All results indicate

k __ __
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Fig. 4. Solution data for LAGS glass-ceramics. Corrosion condi-
tions: deionized water at lOO*C for 6 h. Initial pH
prior to corrosion was 5.6.
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that the increase in Li and Si+ 4 in solution with increased V isV

due to the development of a more soluble residual glassy phase.

Figure 5 is a schematic summarizing the mechanisms of glass

corrosion for a partially crystallized LXCS glass-ceramic. Three

types of corrosion are illustrated: 1) ion-exchange of Li
+ with H+

(or H30+) resulting in the development of a SiO 2-rich surface layer

on the glass; 2) network dissolution of the glassy phase; and 3) phase-

boundary corrosion between the SiO 2-rich crystals and alkali-rich glass.

The relative extent of each of these mechanisms varies with Vv under

constant exposure conditions. At low V ion-exchange of the glassy

phase will dominate, while at high Vv both network dissolution and

phase-boundary attack are important. Under static testing conditions

for long periods of time at 1000 C, it is expected that ion-exchange

will be only of minor importance, even at low V
v

Surmaru

When a 30.5 Li2 0-2.5 A1203-6.0 CaO-61.0 SiO 2 (mol %) glass,

containing Pt and Nb205 as nucleation agents, is heat-treated at 620 0 C,

a SiO 2-rich crystalline phase forms within the parent glass. Initially,

the rate of growth is rapid producing 0.89 volume fraction of crystals

within I h. The rate of growth is significantly reduced for V > 0.89.v

Surrounding the crystals is an amorphous glassy phase, the composition

of which becomes enriched with Li20 and CaO as Vv increases. Durinq

exposure to an aqueous static environment, the extent of Li+ and Si
+ 4

release increases; that is, the concentration of these ions in solution

-1
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is greater for V v 0.965 than for V = 0, when these two glass-ceramics

are corroded under identical conditions. IRRS and SEs show that this

increase is due primarily to network dissolution of the alkali-rich

glassy phase. The crystalline phase is relatively unaltered either by

ion-exchange or network dissolution.
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ELECTRON BEAM EFFECTS DURING ANALYSIS OF GLASS

THIN FILM WITH AUGER ELECTRON SPECTROSCOPY
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In-,rod cticn

Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) is generally considered to be a

"nondestructive" surface analytical technique. However, there are many

instances where the incident electron beam can alter the surface compo-

sition of the solid being analyzed. Compositional changes in glasses

during electron bombardment for AES have been reported by several

1-4
investigators. Changes have been particularly severe in glasses

containing alkali ions.

It has been proposed that irradiation of the glass by electron beam

breaks bonds to form ion-electron pairs5 and locally raises the tempera-

6,13ture of the material 6
'

3
. Both effects cause an increase in the alkali ion

mobility which increases the rate of migration. While the mobility of

the alkali ion is important, the build up of electric fields and associ-

ated increase in the driving force for diffusion is also important. An

electric field builds up during bombardment of the bulk glass with

energetic electrons due to a diffuse negative charge layer at a depth

equal to the electron range. This may become sufficiently high to cause

field-assisted alkali ion diffusion away from the surface.
7'8

Another consequence of electron bombardment is electron stimulated

desorption (ESD). It is known that an electron beam can cause desorp-

tion of atoms and molecules from a surface, and alkali elements are no

9
exception. Such surface desorption would cause the alkali Auger signal

to decay in a manner similar to that caused by sodium migration away

from the surface.
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These beam effects influence AES data and in the present study we

have measured the change for thin glass films deposited on metal. Uith

these samples we have isolated the effects of driving force, mobility,

and electron stimulated desorption, and thereby studied the relative

magnitude of their effects. These measurements have been coupled with

theoretical modeling of sodium migration.

Experimenta1

Soda-silica glass films of 1000 A and 2000 A thickness were deposited

on optically polished stainless steel. High purity SiO 2 and reagent Na2CO3

were simultaneously evaporated from an electron beam heated crucible and

a resistively heated crucible, respectively. The vacuum was maintained at

5 x 10- 5 Torr and the substrate was heated to 300'C. The deposition rate

and film thickness were controlled with a quartz crystal monitor.

The Auger measurements were made in a Physical Electronics Thin Film

Analyzer# or a Varian Auger Spectrometer-+ in a residual vacuum pressure

of less than I x 10- 8 Torr. All the samples were irradiated by an electron

beam at an angle of - 450 to minimize unstable charging during analysis.

In the former instrument (PhI), electron beams up to 3 KeV with diameter

of - 600 um (defocused condition) were used. The samples were mounted on

a carousel which could be cooled with liquid nitrogen in this instrument.

The Varian instrument was capable of producing electron beams up to 10 Key

MIA 10-153, Physical Electronics Industries, Inc., Edina, MI

- IA 981-2707 Varian, Vacuum Division, Palo Alto, CA
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with a diameter af -10 -ra. A scanning capability , as used to more

accurately control the electron beam current density in the Varian

spectrometer.

Total beam currents were measured by a Faraday cage and beam current

densities were calculated based upon the scanned area.

Sputter profiling was accomplished using 2 keV argon ions with the

chamber backfilled to 2 x 10-5 Torr.

Results

Figure 1 showis the Auger spectra from a 1000 A thick glass film

deposited on a stainless steel substrate. Spectra were taken using a

3 keV electron beam with a total current of 5 .LA at liquid nitrogen

temperature. No elements other than Si, C, 0, and Na were observed.

Relative peak heights for Si, 0, and Na varied less than 5% at different

analysis sites.

Glass thin film composition was estimated to be 15 t 5 mole % NaO

and 85 t mole % SiO 2 by comparing the Auger peak heights to those from

known concentration in bulk glasses.

Figure 2 shows a plot of the peak height for Na as a function of

beam inpingement time at a given energy (3 keV) and a current density

(5 x 10 A/cm 2) with varying film L~lickness (1000 A, 2000 A, and bulk

glass). The measurements were made at room temperature. The rates of

decay were strongly dependent upon the film thickness with significantly

slower decay observed for thin films as compared to bulk glass.

The decay rate of the Na signal was also dependent upon the beam

energy. Figure 3 shows the time-dependence of the Na Auger signal from
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Fig. 1. Auger spectra from 1000 A thick glass film deposited on a stainless
steel substrate, taken using a 3 KeV electron beam with a total
current of 5 iA at liquid nitrogen temperature.

No Auger Signal Decay Curve
Film Thickness Dependence
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e-Energy 3KeV
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Beam Impingement Time (min)

Fig. 2. Na Auger peak height as a function of beam impingement time and
glass thickness for a 3 KeV electron beam with a current density
of 5 x 10- 3 A/cm 2 at room temperature.
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No Auger Signal Decay Curve
Beam Energy Dependence

1. 3 x I10-2A/crn2
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Fig. 3. Na Auger peak height as a function of beam impingement time

from a 2000 X thick film for the energy ranging from 1.5 KeV
The current density is 1.4 x i0 - 3 A/cm 2 (1.3 x 10-2 A/cm 2 for

10 KeV energy) and the analysis was performed at room temper-
ature.

1L.
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0 -3 ?
a 2000 A thick film at a constant current density of 1.4 x 10 A/cm 2

(1.3 x 10- 2 A/cm2 for 10 keV) for the energy ranging from 1.5 keV to 10

keV. All the measurements were made at room temperature. For the first

few minutes, increases in the Na signal were observed. Dawson et al.
4

observed similar phenomena and attributed the effect to removal of a

carbon overlayer which inelastically scattered the sodium Auger electrons.

In the present case, the carbon signal was observed initially, but it

decreased rapidly with electron bombardment. This is consistent with

Dawson's explanation.

For 1.5 keV, the Na decay was rapid, while relatively long plateaus

were observed for 3.0 keV and 7.5 keV beams. Almost no decay was

observed for the 10 keV beam even though the current was higher by a

factor of 10. These differences in decay rate will be attributed to

changes in the electric field which is one driving force for sodium

diffusion.

Figures 4a and 4b show the results obtained on the 2000 A glass

film with 3 keV and 7.5 keV electrons, respectively, when the beam current

-3 2 2
density was varied from 1.4 x 10 A/cm to 1.25 A/cm . As the current

density was increased, the decay rate increased drastically for either

case.

The Na mobility in the glass can also be changed by varying the

substrate temperature. Figure 5 shows the Na signal decay at liquid

nitrogen temperature and at room temperature. Lowering the temperature

results in slower decay rates.

These data show that the Na Auger signal decay depends upon the

electron beam energy, current density, substrate temperature, and glass
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Na Auger Signal Decay Curve
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Fig. 5. Na Auger peak height as a function of beam impingement time
for a 3 KeV electron beam, current density of 5 x 10- 3 A/cm 2 ,

and a 1000 A glass film at liquid nitrogen (a) and room (b)

temperatures.
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thickness. However, there still remains a question as to the location

of the Na after electron irradiation. The disappearance of sodium at

the surface can be due either to its escape into the vacuum, to diffusion

into the bulk, or to lateral surface diffusion. Figure 6 shows the decay

of the Na signal upon continuous electron irradiation of the surface of

a 1000 A glass film, and the subsequent depth profile from the electron

irradiated area. A 3.0 keV electron beam with a current density of

5 x 10 A/cm was used to irradiate the surface. After the signal

decayed to 25% of its maximum peak height, the Na concentration versus

depth was profiled by Ar ion sputtering. A 3.0 keV, 5 x l0- A/cm2

electron beam was used during sputtering, where only the Na and Fe (to

detect the glass/substrate interface) signals were recorded and the beam

impingement time as no more than 10 seconds at each depth profile

concentration point. The depth profile from an unirradiated area of

the 1000 1 film is also shown for the comparison. In either case, an

accumulation of Na at the interface was observed. However, higher

accumulation of Na at the interface after electron irradiation of the

surface suggests that some of the Na does migrate into the solid due to

electron irradiation.

Figure 7 shows the decay of the signal during electron irradiation

(without ior, bombardment) of a surface produced by sputtering for 16

minutes to reach the glass/steel interface. No significant decay was

-3 2
observed at a current density of 5 x 10 A/cm . At a current density

of 2.5 x 10- A/cm 2 the Na peak height becomes progressively smaller. In

this case, the Na ions were located at the interface and could not migrate

into the solid (none were detected upon sputtering into the solid).

I < II I II I II I • I I ii ,..
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Fig. 6. Na concentration depth profile in the 1000 A glass
film from an unirradiated area (shown by dotted
curve) and irradiated area (shown by solid curve).
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Fig. 7. Auger peak height changes of the sodium located

at the tiass-steel interface, using a 3 KeV

electron bean.
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Therefore, the disappearance of Na at high beam current density can be

due to either desorption from the surface or lateral migration. Significant

lateral migration can be ruled out in the present case because of the

large distances (-300 u=) over which the ions must move to result in

measurable signal loss. Therefore, electron stimulated desorption is the

most probable loss mechanism.

Discussion

2 4
Pantano et al. and Dawson et al. have studied the influence of

electron beam upon AES measurement of soda-lime-silica bulk glasses.

They found a "resident time period" (on the order of one minute) before

observing a significant decay of the sodium signal. However, a significant

resident time was not observed from the bulk glass in the present case

(Figure 2). This is probably because the ion mobility depends upon

composition in a complex manner.

Frischat1 4 has compared the activation energies for Na self-diffusion

in soda-silica and soda-lime-silica glasses. The values were 20 Kcal/mole

and 15 Kcal/mole in the soda-silica glasses containing Na20 of 15 to 33 mol%,

respectively. While the activation energies of more than 20 Kcal/mole was

reported in the soda-lime-silica glasses containing the same range of Na,O

the Auger data also indicated that the Na is more mobile in soda-silica

than in soda-lime-siliza glass.

For thin films, the Na signal decay rates were strongly dependent

upon the experimental beam conditions. The decay rate can be controlled

by changing either the sodium mobility in the glass or the driving force

for diffusion. For thick glass, energetic electrons enter and dissipate
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their energy by ionization or other electronic excitation of the atoms.

They come to rest at some depth, R, within the glass and produce a net

negative charge. Theoretical range expressions can be obtained by

integrating the energy loss expression:

R = E=O 1 dE
fE=E 0dE/dx

10

A simplified range expression was developed by Cosslett and Thomas

where R = KEn with n = 1.2 to 1.7 depending on the definition of range,
0

and K is a constant. For low energy electrons, the range expression of

Cosslett and Thomas is not precise because of high inelastic scattering.

However, it is certain that as the primary energy is increased, the

electrons penetrate further into the solid (a few thousand I for 1 to 3

keV electrons and more than one micron for 10 keV electrons). Men a

3 keV electron beam was used, the decay rate was strongly dependent upon

the film thickness as shown in Figure 2. This was not true in bulk glass;

the decay rate was independent of energy when the current density was

maintained constant. These data can be explained in part by postulating

that as the thickness of the film is decreased, the amount of charge

trapped also decreased, causing a lower driving force and lower migration

rate. Another effect, beam heating, is discussed below.

The electron energy dependent decay rate shown in Figure 3 is

interpreted in the same manner. This is shown in Figure 3. "lost of the

0

electrons with energy of 1.5 keV are trapped within the 2000 A film and

a space charge builds up leading to field enhanced migration. Higher

energy (7.5 and 10 keV) electrons come to rest below the glass thin
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Fig. 8. Schematic illustration of the electron beam
penetration area charge accumulation in glass.
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I

film, reducing the space charge build up.

There are other factors varying with the change in experimental

parameters. When the beam current density is increased, beam heating

causes higher local temperatures and increased Na mobility. In addition,

data in Figure 7 show that electron stimulated desorption also occurs.

Therefore, these two effects are combined with the electric field effect

to provide high decay rates of sodium as shown in Figures 2 through 4.

The rate of electron stimulated desorption is given by1 '

dod Od J

dt e (1)

where ad is the surface coverage in the binding state which is absorbable

by electron impact, 0 is the total desorption cross section, J is the

electron current density and e is the electronic charge. Integrating the

the equation, the relative coverage C is

8= exp(-t/r) (2)

where T = e/J .

In Figure 7, an experimental decay rate was observed for a current

density of 2.5 x 10- 2 A/cm 2 and T = 210 seconds. We have estimated the

-20 2
total desorption cross section of -3 x 10 2 cm in this case. With such

a low cross section, ESD effect is not expected to be significant in the

AES analysis except at very high current densities.

The discussion presented above suggests the following model for the

Na ion migration during AES analysis. When a space charge results from

bombardment with energetic electrons, the negative charge will be

concentrated at a depth about equal to the electron range. Not only is
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there a negative space charge layer inside the material, but a positively

charged laver will exist on the surface since the secondary electron

emission yield, S, is normally greater than unity. The observation that

all the Auger peaks are shifted a small equal amount lower in energy is

direct evidence for this effect.

A capacitor structure can be used to model the sodium ion migration

in thin films. The model consists of the glass thin film sandwiched by

two electrodes, as is illustrated in Figure 9. The diffusion equation

including the electric field, F (volt/cm), becomes

_C(xt) D2C(x,t) 3F (x,t) C(x,t)=t D 2 ' (3)
Ox

where ,j is the mobility of the sodium ion and D is the diffusion constant.

For the present problem, it was assumed that F is independent of the

time and was taken as an average field strength Fav inside the material

even though there may exist a non-uniform distribution of sodium ions,

electrons and holes. Then the equation (3) becomes
___ 32Cx~t _____

;C(x,t) = D C(x't) F C(,t) (4)
3t )x2 av x

From the Einstein relation
12

= eD/kT (5)

where e, k, and T are the electron charge, Boltzmann constant, and

temperature, respectively. Assuming that the sodium concentration, C 0o

is uniform before the analysis, leads to the initial condition

C(x,t) = C for t = 0, 0 : x Z (C)

we have assumed that no electron stimulated desorption is occurring at

the surface and the sodium ion is physically blocked by the stainless
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Fig. 9. Schematic illustration of the model used to
calculate the sodium ion migration.
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steel at the interface. As a result there are no fluxes of sodium ions,

J, at the surface and interface, i.e.,

D2c- F u c - 0 for x - 0 and x - Z (7)
ax av

Using these boundary conditions, the equation can be analytically solved

to yield

Co0 Fav i exp(F x/D) 2 3
c(x,t) D.(exp(n£/D)-l) + c 0.16-D Favwk exp(F ux/2D)

F2 2) 2Z2.m. -avju/2av

exp((4D m2n + Fav 2)"t4D 2 m-)(l1-exp(Fpvw.12D)

IM (4D2m2n2 + F2  22)2
av

(Favp"sin m + • cos ) (8)

The Auger escape depth of sodium is very small compared to the

thickness of film, Z. Therefore, the sodium surface concentration

variation as a function of electron bombardment time can be expressed

as x 0 as

c(ot) Fav'Z
co  D.(exp(F avi/D)-l) +

exp((4D2m2 2 +F2 p2 )-t/4D2 2).m-(l-exp(Fav Z/2D))
16D 2F 3 . 2miD . av )

av M (4D2m2 2 + F2 22)2
av

(9)

Local heating produced by the electron beam causes the temperature

of the substrate to increase, thereby increasing the mobility. We have

previously estimated this temperature rise to be 100 to 200C 1 3.

Therefore, a diffusion constant of 3.5 x 10- 1 5 cm 2/sec is appropriate for

" - ,
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I
room temperature analysis The field strength, Favs can then be treated

as an adjustable parameter such that calculated curves give a best fit

with experimental data. Calculated results for Na migration which give

a best fit to the experimental data taken with a 3 keV electron beam are

shown in Figure 10. The average field strengths determined from these

calculations were 2.2 x 104 V/cm, 3.9 x 104 V/cm, and 1.2 x 105 V/cm for

1000 A films, 2000 1 films, and bulk glass, respectively.

The surface charging can be determined from the energy of the Na

peak. For the 2000 A film, 1 ± 0.5 eV peak shifts were measured for 3 keV

electron beam. Assuming this charge acts over the 2000 A film, the field

strength is estimated to be - 5 x 104 V/cm. This is approximately the same

as the field strength derived from the calculation. The energy of the Na

Auger transition from bulk glass shifted from 3 to 6 electron volts. Again,

this is reasonably consistent with the value derived by curve fitting the

experimental data and assuming an electron range of 3000 A. However, it

is not clear why the surface charge should so accurately reflect the space

charge deeper in the sample.

This coincidence does suggest, however, that our assumption of a

uniform average field is good for the present case. However, the field

in a bulk sample may be significantly different. For example, the electron

range in a bulk film is only an average value and the resulting charge

f will straggle over a large distance about this value. In addition, the

sodium diffusion at the electron range (x=) is not zero for a bulk glass.

Local heating by the electron beam has been approximated in the present

( case, based upon our previous experience. This is only a crude estimate.

Beam heating was expected to vary when the current density was changed,I
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Fig. 10. Calculated Na decay curve that is best fit to the experi-
mental data shown in Figure 2.
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j as is the case in Figure 4 ( ) and (b). However, we could not correlate

the rate of sodium decay with the dependence of heating upon current

density predicted by theoretical description of the interaction of

electron beams with solids16'17. This indicates that our understanding

I
of beam heating during AES is very poor and requires further study.

J The sodium concentration as a function of depth may be calculated

from Equation (7). These calculations show that with electron irradiation,

sodium is depleted near the surface and accumulates at the interface

region. This is schematically illustrated in Figure 11. This was

confirmed experimentally as shown in Figure 6. However, almost complete

depletion of Na in the middle of the film cannot be explained by this

model. This suggests that the Ar ion beam used for sputtering also

causes migration. This is consistent with depth profile shown in Figure

6 for a film not irradiated with electrons prior to sputtering. McCaughnan

15 +et al. reported that Ar bombardment caused migration of alkali ions in

Sio2 , and a Na depth profile similar to Figure 6 was measured. Therefore,

ion beam effects also have to be taken into account to precisely determine

the Na depth distribution by sputter profiling.

Sumnary

The decay with time of the Na Auger signal from a soda-silica glass

has been studied. By using glass films deposited on steel substrates, the

charge trapping and local beam heating of the glass was limited. As a

result, the decay rate of the Na Auger signal was very dependent upon

the electron energy. For 1.5 keV electrons incident upon a 2000 X film,

the signal decayed to 50% of its initial value in two minutes, while theI
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same decay took 40 minutes with 3 keV electrons. For 3 keV electrons,

doubling the electron current density onto the sample reduced the 50%

decay time by about a factor of three. This indicates that the local

Jtemperature is being significantly increased because of the power density

of the beam, and we have estimated this local temperature rise to be 1000C

Ito 200*C. These effects were modeled using a configuration similar to a

capacitor. Induced electric field strengths were determined by measuring

the energy shifts of Auger electrons and dividing by the calculated electron

ranges. The model was used to calculate the distribution of Na with depth,

but the calculated distribution disagreed with experimental sputter profile

data. This probably results from redistributions during ion bombardment

for sputtering profiling. The cross section for electron stimulated

desorptionwas measured to be 3 x 1 20 cm2 . With such a low cross section,

ESD is not expected to be significant in AES analysis of soda-silica

glasses except at very high current densities.
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USE OF NEW SURFACE PHYSICS FOR CONTROLLINCG

THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF CERAMICS

By
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Introduction

During the last 30 years, the control of optical, electrical, and

magnetic properties of ceramics has led to the development of a major

new industry--Electronic Ceramics. During the next 30 years we must

achieve a similar level of control over the high temperature mechanical

behavior of ceramics and development of another new industry--Energy

Ceramics.

Nearly every aspect of our modern technological society is affected

by the use of electronic ceramics. As we examine the history of the

development of the electronic ceramics field we find that control over

the bulk physical properties of these materials was essential. This

control was primarily achieved by understanding the influence of small

variations in composition and microstructure on the physical properties

of the polycrystalline material. Emphasis on characterization of

composition and microstructure and the development of experimental

techniques and quality control laboratories for such characterization

have been central to the growth of the field.

As was concluded by other introductory lectures in this conference,

I too emphasize that achieving further progress in the physical properties

of ceramics must follow progress in processing.

Figure 1 illustrates the processing steps involved in the production

of high-grade technical ceramic materials. Four primary processing steps

are indicated in the top half of the figure. The five major types of
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characterization features essential for controlling the final properties

of technical ceramics are shown in the bottom half of the fiture.

The five characterization features essential for controlling the final

properties of technical ceramics are shown in the bottom half of the

figure. Of the five characterization featues shown, chemical and

compositional analyses are well developed. Likewise, the techniques

for analyses and understanding of phase state and structure of materials

and the microstructural variability of electronic ceramics are also well

establishad and routinely used.

However, I believe that it is fair to say that our understanding of

the characterization of the surfaces of powders and particulate agglomerates

that are used to produce polycrystalline ceramics is not well developed.

Likewise, characterization of the surfaces of many technical ceramics is

often not well understood.

My hypothesis for this paper is that processing innovations and the

resulting improvements in the physical properties of electronic and energy

ceramics will require new understanding and control of the surfaces and

interfaces of powders, compacts, and final products.

Achieving such control, if possible, is defined as "microprocessing

of technical ceramics." Table I illustrates the ceramic microprocessing

concept. Traditionally the approach of achieving variations in the

composition of ceramic powders and changes in the phases of ceramic

powders has been to mix oxides, usually in the form of particulate solids.

An inherent feature of this is to produce in a green body compact

composition and density variations within the compact. Drying and firing
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TABLE I

Mcroprocessing of Ceramics

- Control Powder Surfaces

" Variable composition-depth profiles

" Vapor phase coatings

" Solution Ppt coatings

" Oxidation-reduction treatments

" Alter surface electrokinetics

" Alter reheology and compaction

- Control of Powder Agglomerates

- Control Interfaces

Variable glassy phases

- Control Surface-Environment Interactions
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I
of compacts with such gradients of density and composition often do not

produce the homogenization of composition and properties desired. This

is because it is difficult for compositional homogeniety to be achieved

in the vicinity of pore shrinkage and collapse and vice versa. As the

I particle sizes used in technical ceramics become smaller, the importance

of the powder surface becomes greater. Consequently controlling the

composition and phase state of the surfaces of powders becomes the

jdirection that must be followed to obtain improvements in both processing

and properties. Additives must be introduced in new ways that minimize

diffusion paths and prevent formation of undesirable grain boundary phases.

Improved control over the microstructures and strength of agglomerates,

their performance in compaction, and subsequent drying and firing results

from control of powder surfaces and should be of top priority in future

ceramics research.

I I Improving long-term environmental stability of components with large
A

surface and interfacial areas will also be continuing need for research

1and developr.ent in the 1980's. It now appears possible to select specific

compositional additives that can serve to passivate ceramic and glass

surfaces and control interactions from moisture and damaging gaseous or

liquid species. However, in order to make such a selection of environ-

mental passivating additives, it is necessary to understand the funda-

fmental mechanisms of environmental attack.
A purpose of this paper is to show examples from on-going work in

Iour laboratory that illustrates use of new surface physics tools to
understand surface and interfacial phenomena in technical ceramics.

*

7A
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In understanding surfaces and interfaces it is important to

recognize that analytical techniques sample to different depths within

a surface. Secondary ion mass spectroscopy, ion scattering spectroscopy,

and Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) obtain data from the near surface
0

of a sample at a depth of 5-50 A. The middle surface of the sample can

be analyzed by using infrared reflection spectroscopy (IRRS) to a depth

of %O.5 Um. Standard scanning electron microscopy with energy disper-

sive x-ray analysis and electron microprobe techniques, which are high-

energy electron beam methods, penetrate to depths as large as 1.5 Pm and

such measurements are termed to be from the far surface. It is possible

to use argon ion beam milling in conjunction with AES to obtain informa-

tion from all three regions of surface and what is termed a compositional

profile.

A depth compositional profile of the surface of an optical quality

commercial soda lime silica glass is shown in Fig. 2. This surface

prior to surface compositional analysis had been exposed to distilled

water at 37'C for one hour. Several important features are noted from

this investigation. The bulk silica concentration of the glass which

was nominally 74% before reaction with the water has changed to a nearly

100% SiO 2 near surface layer. The bulk composition is reached at a depth

of approximately 800 1. The silica concentration increase at the surface

is a result of the ion exchange of protons from the solution with the

mobile alkali ions to the depth of 800 A. The less mobile calcium ions

are also depleted from the surface. However, the depth of loss of

calcium within the one hour time period is only to approximately 300 A.
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Fig. 2. Surface compositional profile (AES-ion milling) of a soda
lime silica glass exposed to distilled water for 1 hr. at
370C.
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Surface analyses such as shown in Fig. 2 make it possible to under-

stand the durability of glasses in a variety of atmospheres and environ-

ments. Since many glasses used for specialized optical, electronic,

biological, or nuclear purposes are sensitive to environmental changes,

the use of AES makes it possible to select specific additives or

evaporated films that will protect the glass.

The second surface analysis tool which we now use routinely in our

laboratory is infrared reflection spectroscopy. A standard double beam

IR spectrometer is the instrument used. The instrument can be operated

in two modes. The specimen for analysis can be placed on one aperature

and a spectrum obtained in comparison with a highly polished reflective

metal mirror. The spectrum that results is termed a single beam spec-

trum because the purpose of the mirror is simply to eliminate the errors

associated with air scattering and instrumental variations. However,

for very precise analytical work, or the elimination of certain complex

features from spectra, it is possible to compare the surface of the un-

known placed on the specimen aperature with a reference standard. The

spectrum that results is called a compound difference spectra. The

advantage of a compound difference spectrum is that it is possible to

compare samples with and without various environmental changes in the

surface of the sample. There are several major advantages of the IRRS

technique in general. These are listed in Table II.

An example of the type of spectral information that is obtained

from a sample glass of optical quality is shown in Fig. 3. A single

beam reflection spectrum of pure vitreous silica results in a large IR

- .-iL.Daj~
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TABLE II

Advantages of Infrared Reflection Spectroscopy

(IRRS) for Routine Surface Characterization

- Simple (Semi-Skilled Operator)

- Inexpensive ($1.00/Spectrum)

- Rapid (10 Minutes)

- Small Samples (2-3 mm)

- No Sample Preparation or Alteration

- No Vacuum or Electron Beam Artifacts

- Samples an Average of 0.5 pm into the
Surface

- Combined with Mechanical Polishing can
be Used for Surface Film Profiling to
Depth os 1-100 Um

I!

I
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reflection peak at 1120 reciprocal centimeters. This peak is

associated with the bridging silicon-oxygen bonds in the surface of

the sample. The silica network also gives rise to silicon-oxygen-

silicon molecular rocking vibrations which appear in the spectrum at

the region of 540 reciprocal centimeters, not shown in this figure.

When a glass structure is modified to change its physical properties,

oxides other than SiG 2 are added to the glass melt. The silicon-oxygen-

silicon stretching vibrations shift to a lower wavenumber as a result

of decoupling of the vibrations from each other by addition of the

network modifying oxides. A second peak also is observed which is due

to the presence of silicon-nonbridging oxygen-modifier-cation vibrations

in the glass structure. The spectral changes for the 33 molar percent-

age lithia-67 mole % silica glass compared to vitreous silica shown in

Fig. 3, are typical of the magnitude of spectral changes observed for

most silicate glasses.

When the glass surface is exposed to moisture or humidity the mobile

cations such as sodium, lithium, or calcium exchange with protons as was

shown in the AES compositional depth profiles. As alkali is lost from

the glass surface the spectra progressively shifts to that of a surface

much like vitreous silica. We can see in Fig. 3 that the stretching

vibrations of the corroded lithia silicate glass now look much like that

of vitreous silica and this corresponds with the silica rich layer that

was observed with AES.

Thus we know from these and many other investigations that the

surface of glass is dynamic. It has an electrical and optical character

that is dependent upon the starting bulk compostion of the material but

. .. .. .. .. . . . . ... .... .. . . . . ..... : , , . ... .. .. , - ,L .A
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Fig. 3. Infrared reflection spectra of 33L glass uncorroded
and corroded for 240 min in 100%C demineralized water.
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is also strongly influenced by the processing and environmental

history of the material. In order to understand the physical proper-

ties of the surface it is necessary to characterize that surface at a

particular time in its envrionmental history. It is also essential to

recognize that surfaces continue to alter their character with time.

Therefore, understanding the time dependence or kinetics of surface

alteration is an essential feature to achieve the control the physical

properties of glasses.

Only recently has the application of these surface spectroscopy

techniques begun to be applied to crystalline technical ceramics. We

have recently found a number of new, and we think exciting, results in

the use of these techniques in studying single crystal and polycrystal-

line technical ceramics and the following preliminary results are pre-

sented herein for the first time. In most cases our understanding of

the surface phenomena is much less than complete. Consequently our

main objective is to look at the potential of these tools to understand

complicated surface processes including eventually powder surface

characterization.

Figure 4 is the infrared reflection spectra of an undoped, pure

silicon carbide single crystal. The crystal produces a broad band of

silicon-carbon stretching vibrations centered around approximately 900

cm " , or 11 microns. We know that the physical properties of silicon

carbide are strongly dependent upon high temperature exposure to oxygen.

The second spectra shown in Fig. 4 arises from analyzing the sample of

a 13 minute exposure to air at only 1309*C. The IRRS spectrum shows
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Fig. 4. IRRS before and after oxidation of undoped SiC crystal.
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a surface that is now exhibiting a large concentration of silicon-

-l
oxygen stretching vibrations at 1050 cm . The peak occurs at lower

wavenumbers than that of vitreous silica also shown on the figure

and corresponds to that of a cation modified silicon dioxide film.

We can see that there are still residual silicon-carbon vibrational

species in the surface as well. This suggests that a mixed silicon-

oxy-carbon layer has formed on the surface.

A fascinating contrast in the surface behavior of impurity doped

silicon carbide is seen in Fig. 5. This sample also is a single

crystal but this crystal was doped with nitrogen during the growth

process. The initial unoxidized spectra is quite similar to the un-

doped material but more vibrational species are present in the 800-

-I
1000 cm region which corresponds to the region of silicon-nitrogen

vibrational modes as well. The most facinating difference, however,

is that 15 minutes of oxidation at 1309*C gives rise to a surface

spectra that is not at all like that of the undoped material. There

is almost no Si-O stretching vibrations visible in the surface. Si-O

and Si-N species are attacked but without the formation of an oxide

layer. AES analysis is used to determine if oxygen has diffused into

the lattice exchanging with nitrogen rather than forming a film on the

surface. Silicon carbide single crystals containing aluminum or various

mixtures of cation and anion impurities exhibit spectra after oxidation

that is made up of a wide range of vibrations over the range from 1200-

600 cm- 1
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Thus we see from these figures that a very minor exposure of

silicon carbide crystals to the atmosphere gives rise to surface

changes to depths of at least a half a micron, which is the sampling

depth of the infrared technique. The spectral characteristics and

infrared properties are totally different depending upon small con-

centrations of dopant ions. It is also quite likely that various

species in the atmosphere that the crystals are exposed to will also

strongly affect both the surface character and bulk properties due to

rapid impurity controlled diffusion. The extreme variation resulting

from the nitrogen in the lattice of the silicon carbide suggests that

nitrogen in a high temperature atmosphere may be a very important

species in surface attack as well.

These large variations in properties with small concentrations of

impurities and severe environmental sensitivity may account for the

difficulty in producing high quality semiconductor devices from silicon

carbide. Also, these experiments suggest that much must be learned

about the surface properties of silicon carbide powders, and the inter-

action of additives with powders, and the effect of processing atmosphere

in order to control the processing and eventual properties of polycrystal-

line silicon carbide.

Figure 6 shows the use of IRRS in evaluating the oxidation of poly-

cry';talline chemically vapor deposited silicon carbide. The peak

-i
growing as a function of oxidation time at 1315*C located at 1100 cm

is identified as silicon-oxygen-silicon stretching vibrations. This

peak is associated with the growth of the oxide layer on the material.

Ci
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Fig. 6. IRRS Of CVD SiC at various stages of oxidation
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It is an important finding that the growth of the oxide layer on the

polycrystalline material is quite different in its surface spectral

features from the growth on the single crystals (Figs. 4 & 5). Figure

6 shows a significant difference in the intensity and distribution of

-1
the silicon-carbon vibrational modes in the 800-1000 cm region. We

see that during oxidation, specific higher frequency vibrational species

are eliminated from the spectra as the oxide layer forms. It appears

that the formation of the oxide layer is at the expense of specific

silicon-carbon bonds. The rapid development of the oxide stretching

vibrations from 5-15 minutes suggest that there is a nucleation process

occurring on the surface followed by preferred crystallographic attack

of the silicon carbide lattice by oxygen atoms. Subsequent growth of

the oxide film during the period from 15 minutes to 2 hours appears to

be by diffusion through the oxide layer since the spectral changes

follow a square root time dependence. At the right hand side of the

figure we also see growth of an infrared peak at approximately 480 cm

which is associated with the rocking vibrations of silicon-oxygen modes

in the oxide layer.

Hot pressed silicon carbide containing boron hot pressing additive

behaves differently in exposure to oxygen from the CVD material or the

carbide single crystals. There is an oxide growth on the surface of

the silicon carbide as indicated by the formation of both silicon-oxygen

stretching and rocking vibrations. However, this growth follows a

square root time, diffusion, behavior from its outset. The oxide growth

is at the expense of a much wider range of silicon carbide vibrational

species than was observed for the CVD material.

.... . . .. .. . . .. . . ... . .. . . . ... ... .. ..... .... .
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Thus, the comparison of the infrared spectra of the silicon

carbide single crystals with the chemical vapor deposited polycrystal

material and the hot pressed material shows enormous variation in the

optical properties of these materials as a function of their method

of manufacture with very small variations in the composition of the

material. The comparison of the surface oxidation response of these

three types of silicon carbide illustrates the extreme sensitivity of

the crystal lattice and the structure of the material to change as a

function of impurities and processing method. These comparisons show

that it is essential to control the surfaces of starting powders and

the distribution of impurities or additives within the grain structure

of the dense polycrystalline ceramics in order to produce uniform

physical properties of the material.

The change of the IRRS spectra of silicon nitride as a function

of oxidation exposure serves as a further example. Other studies have

shown that use of zirconia or yittria additives in the hot pressing of

silicon nitride prevents the formation of large flaws during oxidation

and thereby protects the material from high temperature reduction in

strength in oxidizing environments. The mechanisms by which the mater-

ials surface is altered to provide a protection of the physical proper-

ties is still not fully understood. Figure 7 gives some additional

insight of the changes that are taking place on the surface as the

material is exposed to oxygen. We see that as the time of exposure to

oxygen increases, one of the major silicon-nitrogen stretching vibrations

is gradually reduced and eventually eliminated entirely from the spectrum

I
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Fig. 7. MRRS spectra for Si3N4 +8% ZrO2 at various stages of
oxidation at 1315*C.
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We also see that one of the higher wavenunber modes is shifted as a

function of oxidation treatment and eventually changes in its character

-1
until it has a broad peak centered around 1100 cm The rocking

vibrations have a broad single peak replacing the double silicon-
-i

nitrogen peaks which are around 500 cm . The spectrum resulting from

the 2 hour oxidation at 1315C is very similar in its features to that

of a vitreous or polycrystalline silica-like surface. This layer appears

to serve as a diffusion barrier to oxygen to prevent it from migrating

into the structure of the material.

Evidence to support the hypothesis that oxygen is forming a mixed

silicon-oxy-nitride phase is obtained by the use of Auger electron

spectroscopy. Figure 8 is a plot of the oxygen content of the surface

versus the nitrogen content of the surface (expressed as peak-to-peak

heights of the Auger electron signal) as a function of thickness of

layers progressively removed from the surface of a Si3N4 sample oxidized

for 30 minutes at 11II0 C. The depth of the surface profile shown in

0

this figure is approximately 8000 A. Thus, the left side of the linear

curve corresponds to the outer or near surface of the sample which we

can see contains a mixture of oxygen and nitrogen. As we move into the

surface the oxygen content decreases linearly with depth and nitrogen

increases until we reach an interfacial reaction layer which is
0

approximately 200-400 A wide. The presence of both oxygen and nitrogen

at the near surface of the sample indicates that there is a mixed

oxynitride phase of %0.8 Pm thick and most importantly the ratio of

oxygen and nitrogen in the phase changes uniformly throughout its

thickness until the bulk structure of the material is reached.

I
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Fig. 8. Oxygen-nitrogen compositional profile within the surface
of exidized Si3N4 + 8% ZrO2.
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Use of compound difference infrared reflection spectroscopy shows

the intriguing find that the mixed oxynitride phase formed on the sur-

face of this material has vibrational modes that are very different

from that of vitreous or polycrystalline SiO 2. This is illustrated in

Figs. 9A and 9B. The bottom half of each figure is produced as a result

of analyzing the silicon nitride sample in comparison to vitreous silica

on the experimental beam. The two halves together provide a compound

difference spectrum of the vibrational modes of oxygen-silicon-oxygen

bonds from those of nitrogen-silicon-nitrogen and nitrogen-silicon-

oxygen. Thus, the major peak seen at 930 cm- 1 is that the nitrogen-
-1

silicon-nitrogen stretching vibrations and the peaks at 540 cm are

nitrogen-silicon-nitrogen rocking vibrations. After oxidation, a new

peak appears at 1100 cm-1 which is due to the new oxygen-silicon-nitrogen

bonds fromed in the surface. The new bonds are characteristic of the

new oxynitride phase. An increase in thickness of the surface phase or

a change in structure by incorporating additives or crystallization can

be followed quantitatively with these techniques. Efforts to relate the

character of the surface phase to changes in physical properties of bulk

samples and characterization of powders are now in progress. A recent

study shows that the isoelectric point of Si3N4 powders shifts from pH

4.7 to pH 3.5 when the mixed oxynitride phase forms on the powder surface.

Variation in the surface character of dense polycrystalline alumina

electronic substrates potentially affects the adherance, electrical

properties, and environmental sensitivity of metallizing interfaces.

Characterization of surface roughness and bulk composition does not

fi
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Fig. 9. Compound difference IRRS spectra of (A) unoxidized MgO
doped S13N4 and after (B) 1108*C/30 min. oxidation.
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appear to be sufficient to understand the variations between different

grades of alumina. The following data illustrates use of the new sur-

Iface analysis methods to try to understand this problem.

ii Figure 10 shows the single beam IRRS spectra of several grades of

commercial alumina compared with the spectrum of single crystal sapphire.

All alumina samples were analyzed in their as-received condition without

mechanical or chemical treatments after tape casting and sintering. The

high purity single crystal sapphire was a flat plate oriented with the

c-axis perpendicular to the plate.

A large number of the aluminum-oxygen stretching vibration modes

are missing from the surface of the commercial samples over the 850 to

600 cm-1 region. The lower the purity of the sample the greater the [

number of missing molecular vibrations. Although there are only one

to five percent of second components in the samples, the infrared method

is sensitive to the purity level.

However, the variation in the alumina surface is not simply due

to composition differences. There is also a strong effect of orientation

of the as-cast and fired surfaces on the IRRS spectra, as illustrated in

Fig. 11. The middle curve is a composite of three runs of the 94% alumina

sample at 0, 1800, and 3608 orientation to the IR beam. The sample was

ground and polished with 6 vim diamond paste which accounts for the

greater IR intensity than that of Fig. 10. However, even after grinding

1and polishing, IR spectra run at orientations of 90* and 270* produce

the bottom and top curves respectively. Evidence that this effect is

j |related to a preferred orientation of grains in a surface finish created

by the tape cast process is provided by Fig. 12.!
I
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The same 94% alumina substrate was polished with a 1 tim diamond

paste. The IRRS spectrum of Fig. 12 is now similar to that of the single

crystal sapphire and very little preferred orientation of the surface

remains. All orientations of the sample in the spectrometer beam nearly

superimpose. A similar IRRS analysis of pressed and sintered alumina

bodies shows much less surface orientation.

We have also found that exposure of dense alumina to hydrothermal

conditions produces irreversible changes in IR spectra which depend on

surface layers formed during processing. Thus, a number of variations

in properties and stability of fired metallized pastes on alumina may

be due to lack of control between surface layers on the alumina with

glassy firts in the pastes and humidity in the firing atmosphere. Lack

of environmental stability subsequent to firing may be related to the

same variables.

Conclusions

Hopefully, the examples selected show that surface physics tech-

niques such as Auger electron spectroscopy and infrared reflection

spectroscopy can be used to understand variations in the character of

surfaces and interfaces of technical ceramics due to processing methods,

additives and environmental exposure. Thus, the sensitivity of surface

and interfaces to such variations must be characterized in order to

control fully long term performance of high grade technical ceramics.
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SECTION VII

SUMMARY REPORT (3//77-2/28/80)

Application of surface sensitive techniques for characterizing

surfaces of ceramic materials has been evaluated in this study.

Emphasis has been placed on glass and glass-ceramics, but analysis of

Si, SiC, Si3N4, and Al203 indicates that the techniques can be used

for surface characterization of these important ceramic materials

as well. The major thrust has been the correlation of structure with

mechanical and chemical properties, and the development of models for

predicting long-term behavior of ceramics in a variety of environments.

Glass-ceramics have provided a good model system due to the wide range

of possible microstructures attainable with these materials. Preliminary

results suggest that glass-ceramics may be used as analogs for under-

standing the chemical and physical properties of more complicated poly-

phase, polycrystalline ceramic materials. Additionally, concepts

developed in this three year probram may be utilized in achieving better

correlations between ceramic drocessing, surface structure, and properties.

A summary of our most significant results are presented in the following

paragraphs.

Due to their excellent mechanical properties, glass-ceramics present

an extremely important class of ceramics. These materials are typically

prepared from preformed cast glass articles via a specific nucleation-

crystallization treatment. This ceraming process produces local

I
Ij
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compositional and structural alterations in the material that are

often difficult to evaluate with conventional X-ray and optical tech-

niques. It has been shown in this investigation that infrared reflec-

tion spectra (IRRS) are sensitive to changes associated with nucleation-

crystallization of glass. This technique can be used quantitatively to

monitor crystallization in the glass-ceramic systems.

In general, the environmental sensitivity of glass and glass-

ceramics are not well understood. The mechanisms of corrosion for

uncrystallized Li20-2SiO 2 glass (33L) have been previously investigated

in detail by Sanders, Person and Hench in a series of papers and the

corrosion kinetics of 33L glass have been established by Ethridge.

Furthermore, the nucleation and crystallization kinetics of 33L glass

have been extensively studied by Hench, Freiman and Kinser. Therefore,

both the corrosion and crystallization behavior of this glass system

are well characterized, albeit separately. The corrosion behavior of

stoichiometric Li20-2SiO2 (33L) glass and glass-ceramics in acidic,

neutral and basic solutions has been studied using infrared reflection

spectroscopy, scanning electron microscopy and solution analyses.

Glass-ceramics containing volume fractions of crystallization ranging

from 0-90% were investigated. The composition of the glassy phase is

the same as the crystalline phase. Selective Li+ leaching from the

glassy phase and glass network dissolution are the major mechanisms of

corrosion in 33L glass and glass-ceramics. In addition, phase boundary

attack contributes significantly to surface deterioration of the glass-

ceramics. The relative importance of network dissolution, Li+ leaching
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and phase boundary attack is dependent on both the extent of crystalliza-

tion and solution pH. In general, the materials containing high volume

fractions of crystals (90%) corrode via a network dissolution mechanism

in all media, materials containing no crystals (0%) corrode by ion exchange

in low pH media and network dissolution in high pH media and materials

containing 20-60% crystals corroded via all three mechanisms.

The procedure of ceraming to produce a glass-ceramic usually improves

the mechanical strength of the final product, but 'ts effects on chemical

durability are not always predictable. For instance, when a non-

stoichiometric glass is crystallized the composition of the glass may be

significantly different from the crystalline phase producing a different

major mode of corrosion than observed for stoichiometric materials.

In the present investigation, a Li2O-A1203-CaO-SiO 2 glass was heat-

treated to provide various stages of crystallization. The glassy phase

was much richer in alkaline and alkaline earth species than the crystal-

line phase. The corrosion behavior of the resulting glass-ceramics was

studied using infrared reflection spectroscopy (IRRS), scanning electron

microscopy (SEM), and solution analyses. The mechanisms controlling the

extent of corrosion vary depending on the degree of crystallization (V v).

The higher V glass-ceramics exhibited poorer resistance to aqueous attackv

than did the low V glass-ceramics, even though the crystalline phase
V

itself was more durable.

The effects of alumina additions on the durability of lithia-alumnia-

silicate glasses have also been investigated. Progressive improvement in

durability continues to 11 mol % A12 03, the limit of this study. In order
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to explain the role of alumina in improving durability, Auger electron

spectroscopy, infrared reflection spectroscopy and scanning electron

microscopy, infrared reflection spectroscopy and scanning electron

microscopy were utilized to show that both stable and unstable surface

films can form on alumina glasses during aqueous attack. Solution

analysis was used to determine isochronal corrosion diagrams and

compositional corrosion paths. These data also provide additional

evidence that passivating film formation assumes an important role in

the corrosion behavior on Li2O-AI203-SiO 2 glasses.

Further understanding of the role of high valence cations on glass

corrosion was obtained by studying the effects of soluble Al compounds

on the corrosion behavior of 33 mol % Li20-67 mol % SiO2 glass (33L).
A+3

A maximum in glass corrosion occurs at 25 ppm Al in solution. The
A+3

presence of >50 ppm Al in solution decreases the network dissolution

but has little effect on the selective leaching of Li+ from the glass.

When Al203 was added directly to the glass melt, a reduction in both
2 3-

selective leaching of Li+ and network dissolution is observed. The 33L

glass exhibited similar corrosion behavior and surface iilm formation

for all soluble Al compounds investigated, suggesting that Al is the

effective corrosion inhibiting specie. The primary mechanism of corrosion

retardation is due to Al+ 3 passivation of the surface active sites in

the silica-rich layer that develop during corrosion.

Another important composition variable which affects the durability

of glasses is the mixture of different types of alkali ions. It is well

known that the presence of certain ratios of alkali oxide species can
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improve the chemical durability of glasses. Several theories have been

proposed for this mixed alkali effect (MAE). We have discovered that

the magnitude of the MAE is dependent on both the dominant mechanism of

corrosion and the corrosion kinetics. When ion exchange is rate control-

ling, the MAE may be large. When network dissolution is rate controlling,

the MAE may become insignificant. Studies of the interaction of alkali

and alkaline earth cations suggest that the major role of Ca+ 2 in the

MAE is to prolong the time during which the ion exchange reaction is

rate controlling. This effectively increases the time during which the

MAE may be operative and thus reduces the environmental reactivity of

the glass.

During this 3 year contract a number of environmental parameters

important to understanding long term lifetime performance of glasses,

glass-ceramics, and ceramics were investigated. One of the most important

of these parameters is the ratio of the surface area of glass (SA) to

volume of solution (V); i.e., (SA/V). For polished bulk glass surfaces,

plots of the concentration of corrosion products in solution (after a

given time of corrosion) vs. the SA/V ratio and plots of the time to reach

a given concentration of corrosion product in solution vs. the SA/V ratio

yield results in agreement with derived equations. The corrosion of glass

grains, however, is complicated by the change in effective surface area

with time which requires a modification of the simple corrosion kinetic

equations. A new technique was developed for predicting glass corrosion

in closed systems based on a logarithmic plot of the time to reach a

critical corrosion event vs. the SA/V ratio.
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One of the primary objectives of this contract was the investiga-

tion of environment sensitive physical properties of glasses and glass-

ceramics with well characterized chemical responses to water. The

Li2O-SiO2 glass and glass-ceramic system was generally used.

The mechanical strength of Li2O-2SiO2 glass was measured as a

function of stressing rate both in air and in distilled water. The

fatigue parameters, B and N, can be determined from the following

equation.

S N+ B(N + 1) S a ()

where

S = strength at a given stressing rate, a

Si = strength of the glass as measured in
liquid nitrogen (inert strength)

It was found that the glass was more susceptible to stress corrosion

(i.e., lower value of N) when tested in water. Using the above

parameters, design diagrams were constructed for the glass in each

environment. These diagrams permit the design of a proof test to

guarantee a desired lifetime at a given applied stress. The following

equation was used to construct these diagrams:

t BaN-2 -N
min  P a (2)

where

t min  minimum lifetime (in seconds) expected at a
given applied stress, Ca, after some proof
test a

Using the same proof test, it was found that the glass is less susceptible

to failure in air than in an aqueous environment.
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The fatigue properties of lithia disilicate glass and glass-

ceramics exposed to several environmental conditions have also been

studied. The objective was to understand the behavior of the materials

in both reactive (humid air and triply distilled water) and nonreactive

(liquid nitrogen) environments under dynamic loading conditions. The

proof test stress required to guarantee a lifetime of 10 years at

10,000 psi varies greatly with the amount of water present. Similar

effects were also observed with the crystalline materials.

A major objective of the program was to continue developing

quantitative means of characterizing surface behavior of glasses, glass-

ceramics and ceramics. Because Auger electron spectroscopy is routinely

used for this purpose in our lab we felt it was necessary to understand

this techniques. Problems associated with Auger analysis of glasses are

well recognized. When an electron beam impinges on the surface of a

glass specimen, the Auger signal produced by the alkali species decreases

with exposure time. The rate at which the signal decays depends on the

glass composition, beam current density, accelerating potential of the

primary beam and substrate temperatures, all of which must be carefully

controlled in order to obtain a reliable analysis. A similar decay of

the alkali Auger signal is observed for glass-ceramic systems. The rate

of decay for the crystalline phase is different from that for the glass

and is dependent on the extent of crystallization. This behavior may

provide a basis for using Auger electron spectroscopy for microstructural

as well as compositional analysis.Ii
I
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Migration of sodium in thin films of soda-silica glass deposited

on a stainless steel substrate were also studied. The amounts of

charge trapping and local heating were a strong function of beam

parameters for thin films. For example, the time required for the

sodium Auger signal to decay to 50% of its initial value increased as

the beam energy was increased or as the current density was decreased.

The rearrangement of sodium due to charge trapping was calculated

and compared to experimental data. The calculated and experimental

5
data agree well and indicate fields of M0 V/cm exist during analysis.

The depth distribution of sodium indicates that either electrons or

ion bombardment can cause sodium migration during analysis. The cross-

section for electron induced desorption was measured to be 3 x 1020 
cm2

for sodium in this glass, therefore it is only important at very high

current densities.

Our decade long efforts in this subject area led to requests

during the 3 years of the contract for review paper contributions.

Thus, several extensive review of the physical chemistry of glass

surfaces were written and are listed in the publication list for the

contract. These provide an understanding of the long-range objectives

of this project. Six typical problem areas requiring improved under-

standing of glass surfaces are identified. Results obtained from

several surface analysis instruments show that five types of surfaces

are characteristic of a silicate glass at any time in its history. The

type of surface is dependent on the environmental history of the glass

and may be defined in terms of surface compositional profiles. Several
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important glass surface topics of current interest are discussed.

These include: glass corrosion mechanisms; the mixed alkali effect;

surface passivation with solution ions; protective film formation on

glasses; the role of CaO, R20/SiO2 , and Al203 in glass corrosion;

glass surface area to solution volume ratio; and the relevance of

autoclave procedures in testing glass durability.

During the last year of the 3 year program we made an effort to

apply the techniques of surface characterization used in our glass

studies to the study of single crystal and polycrystalline ceramic

materials. An initial study to characterize the surface condition of

Si N materials used infrared reflection analysis (IRRS) to analyze the

surface structural changes that occur upon prolonged heating (100 h at

1430 0C) of various Si3N 4 materials. It was discovered that hot pressing

with additions of 2 to 12% ZrO2 produced a glassy silicate surface film

that restricts formation of an oxidation layer to 20-30 pm deep. In

contrast, standard 3% MgO hot pressing additions do not produce a

protective glassy surface film and an oxidation layer develops to a

depth of 7-90 Um. The mechanical strength of the Si3N 4 materials before

and after heating correlates with the integrated area under the IRRS
-l

spectra over the spectral range of 1300-300 cm . The correlation may

be related to the concentration of surface flaws and thus the IRRS

technique may be an effective means for nondestructive evaluation of

mechanical properties of Si N
3 4*

Infrared reflection spectroscopy (IRRS) has been applied as a very

sensitive quantitative method to follow the first stages of oxidation

of Si, SiC, and Si3N 4 materials. Simple diffusion controlled kinetics
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describe the early oxidation of Si. Oxidation of SiC varies significantly

depending on the purity and method of processing. In some SiC samples

nucleation of the oxide is a critical step in the kinetics whereas other

samples exhibit only growth kinetics. Evidence of heterogeneous surface

attack is present. In contrast, Si N + 8% ZrO oxidizes by forming a

homogeneous glassy silicate film on the surface.

Flaw sizes in hot pressed Si N were determined by fractography and
3 4

fracture mechanics calculations and related to changes observed in infra-

red reflection spectra of samples oxidized for various times. A correla-

tion between flaw size and IRRS spectra of oxidized Si3N4 samples would

allow use of infrared reflection spectroscopy in predicting the

stability of this high-temperature structural material. Infrared reflec-

tion spectroscopy was found to be useful in characterizing phase changes

which occur in the surface oxide layer. These phase changes are

influenced by the depth to which the oxidized layer extends into the

material, which in turn affects the strength of Si3N4.

It is proposed that progress in improving the properties of technical

ceramics will require improved understanding of ceramic processing,

especially the surfaces, interfaces and agglomeration of powders, and

the interaction of surfaces with the environment. New surface analysis

instruments such as infrared reflection spectroscopy (IRRS) and Auger

electron spectroscopy are used to describe surface compositional changes

of SiC, Si3N4, and Al 20 3. Preferred crystallographic pathways of surface

attack are observed for both SiC and Si 3N4 single and polycrystalline

samples. Formation of an oxynitride surface phase on Si3N4 powders

significantly alters the surface charge distribution and decreases the
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the isoelectric point of the powders. Variations in processing of

dense Al 0 result in a deep surface layer of preferred orientation
2 3

which can be detected non-destructively with IRRS methods.

F

I 'i
a;
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